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Man Held for Lower Campus Rape Attempt
John Carpenter and Patricia
Hamilton

by

A 25 year-old white male was arrested Sunday morning and charged
with breaking and entering and attempted rape in a Lower Campus
dormitory.
The 5-foot-6-inch Neil Sevieri
allegedly broke into the female's
apartment sometime Sunday morning. A call was made to the Campus
Police at 4:01 am and they immediately responded. A female resident directed them to where the
suspect had run to and he was apprehended, according to Detective
Sergeant Margaret Connolly of the
BC Campus Police.
He will be arraigned in Boston
District Court in Brighton today and
charged with attempted rape. When
the case goes to court, said Connolly, "there will be several witnesses to
corroborate."
Regarding the status of the victim,
Connolly stated that she was not
hospitalized but that she had several
"pretty good bruises and leg injuries" and had definitely been "in
a fight."
Although the Campus Police have

several leads as to how the assailant
gained entrance to the building, she
refused comment, stating that the investigation was still underway.
Sevieri is not a Boston College student and currently resides at 339
Huntington Avenue in Hyde Park,
Boston. According to Connolly, he
does have a criminal record and
stated to a Campus Police o.'.icer that
he was currently on probation. She
could not give more definitive information, she said, until confirmation
is available.
This incident marks the fourth sexual offense on Boston College female
undergraduates in the last three
weeks, according to the Campus
Police. Fortunately, the previous
three victims were able to escape
from their assailants without physical
injury.
In each of the other cases the girl
was grabbed from behind by a male
youth while she was walking alone,
according to the Campus Police.
The most recent attack took place
last Wednesday night. The student
was on her way home to Upper Campus at around 11:30 pm, after spending the evening at Bapst Library. As
she neared Roncalli, a male youth

More to Mayoral Race
Than Meets the Eye
by Christopher Mullen

It was said by many in Boston,
after Mcl King's victory in the
mayoral primary in October, that the
city had undergone a sudden and fundamental change. The Boston Globe
analysts believed the voters had "put
aside" the dark years of racial tension and demonstrated their
eagerness by putting a black man into the mayoral finals. Even King's
opponent Ray Flynn said of racial
politics in Boston: "That chapter in
our city's history is closed." And, at
least until last week, the tone of their
campaigns bore out the belief that
race was no longer an issue.
The contest between Mcl King and
Ray Flynn, two political activists who
are strikingly similar on city issues,
was cordially dull for the first two
weeks. At the end of October,
however, Mcl King, in an attempt to
point out the differences between
himself and Flynn, attacked Flynn on
several, scores, from his antibusing
stance of the 1970s to his failure to
speak out against racial violence.
Flynn, a city councilor from South
Boston, remained nearly silent on
King in these first weeks. He was anxious to avoid the "racist" label which
could alienate him from moderate
white voters, a bloc which appears
crucial to him in this campaign.
At the beginning of November,
however, Flynn began to take his
own offensive by criticizing King on
his proposed payroll tax for Boston
workers, plus a number of issues
which are not directly related to the
office of mayor. He reprimanded
King for favorably comparing Cuban
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wearing a blue sweatshirt tightly
wrapped around his face grabbed her
from behind, she said. She screamed and struggled to free herself.
When a car turned down College
Road, the assailant was apparently
frightened and he ran off. The
unharmed victim ran to safety.
Connolly, one of the members of
the Campus Police who are trained
in rape investigation, said that they
have two suspects at the moment.
"The past victims have been fortunate and we have an ongoing investigation," she said.
The first attack occurred last October 19 at 10:15 pm while the
woman was walking on Reservoir
Road. Apparently her screaming and
beating scared him away.
At about midnight last October 29,
the night of the Stompers' concert,
a second female was assaulted. She
was
walking
through
the
McElroy/Dustbowl parking lot on
her way from the Rat to Upper
Campus.
One of the victims explained that
most girls, herself included, expect
that they will be able to at least kick,
scream, claw, or try to harm their
assailant in their effort to free

Eagles over Army in a Cakewalk,
page 11.
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College Road was also the scene of
themselves. But she said that she
screamed once and that she could not
scream again.
"It was like a nightmare," she
said. "1 tried to scream and I
couldn't.
"It's so frightening that you don't
really know how you'd react until it
happens," she added.
Connolly advised students to be
careful and to "be aware that the
potential [danger] is there. BC is not
a dangerous community, but it is still
a university with all sorts of females
roaming around," she said. With
such a large number of students and
the reputation BC has for "partying," said Connolly, "all sorts of
people come looking for parties.
"You hate to make people
paranoid," she added, "you just

Malec Gets

leader Fidel Castro to President
Reagan and pointed out that as a
state representativeKing had missed
a crucial State House vote on the bill
which solved Boston's financial crisis
last year, because he was on a visit
to Cuba.
This week another issue has embarrassed the King camp. At a
meeting of Jewish voters in Roslindale, Mcl King was accused of saying he would welcome Yassir Arafat
to Boston. He defended himself by
citing his oppostion to antisemitism
during Barney Frank's race for Congress several years ago. "I felt that
the attacks were coming, yes, from Collector's items after November 14
racial harmony, and will do it by
the cardinal, and reflected antisemitism," King stated. He has massive hiring of minority workers.
since said he was not accusing CarBoth want rent control and condo
moratoriums.
dinal Medeiros of such sentiments.
So the only thing separating them
With all this new and largely irrelerhetoric,
the
race
for
has
well be the thing which decides
mayor
may
vant
the outcome after all ?race. While
been essentially mundane, especially for a city that treats its politics like the media has publicized Mcl King's
its sports. Even the feeble thunder strong showing in white districts in
which has been raised so far has the primary, such returns do not
reflect any significant change of heart
largely been stolen by the internait
remains
be
seen
in Boston. Rather there has been a
scene,
and
to
tional
whether any of the issues raised will shift in power.
Channel 2 has an interesting way
make a difference.
Although political experts cite a of analyzing the Boston campaign.
large undecided vote in Boston, plus They divide the city into five sociounprecedented numbers of new economic areas, which they refer to
as: Irish Boston West (West Roxregistrants?the Election Commission is struggling with a 25% increase bury, Hyde Park, Roslindale,
in voters ?there is simply no great western Jamaica Plain); Irish Boston
chasm between the candidates over East (South Boston, Dorchester,
Charlestown), Black Boston (Roxwhich they can toss words.
Ray Flynn and Mcl King are both bury, northern Dorchester, South
considered economic leftists. Both End, Mattapan, eastern Jamaica
agree on the need to link the Plain); Liberal Boston (Back Bay,
downtown boom to Boston's
neighborhoods. Both say they want Candidates, page 18

Adele Alexander speaks on black
woman's suffrage, page 7.
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by John Gill and J.T. Kern

The Heights has learned that
sociology professor Michael A.
Malec has been issued a formal reprimand from University President J.
Donald Monan, SJ, allegedly because
of a letter Malec published in the
Reader's Forum of the October 24,
1983 issue of The Heights.
According to a reliable faculty
source, who approached The
Heights with a report of the censure,
Malec was issued the reprimand last
week. Although Malec did not deny
that the measure had been taken, he
refused to produce the document. He
also refused a present comment on
the situation, but intimated he may
be willing to discuss it in the next
several weeks.
Through his secretary, Monan also
issued a "no comment" on his reprimand of Malec.
Malec's letter to the editor of two
weeks ago complained about the relationship between athletics and
academics at Boston College.
In it, Malec asked, "What
pressures could prompt him [Monan]
to turn away from the academic mission of the University?" Malec surmised, "The answer could be money,
an amount of money largeenough to
buy the soul of a University."
Malec also charged that the
University President has the sole
power at Boston College to determine
athlete eligibility, which is in conflict
with the NCAA Constitution which
states that a school's faculty should
make that determination.
According to Malec's letter, the
Educational Policy Committeeof the

Try your luck at nuclear war strategy,
page 15.

an assault last week.
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want to make them aware."
Ironically, the night of the most recent assault, Connolly went to give

a safety seminar in Kostka and no
one showed up.
"I never thought it would happen
to me," one of the victims warned.
"I advise people not to be foolish by
walking around alone."
Two of the recent assaults are not
found in the BC Police Logs because
the incidents did not take place within
campus jurisdiction, according to
both Connolly and Officer Daniel
O'Brien.
Editor's Note: Laws protecting the
victims of sexual assaults prevent
disclosure of the residence of such
victims. For that reason, we have
identified the scene of the crime only as "aLower Campus apartment.
"

Reprimand
College of Arts and Sciences (EPC)
attempted to change this practice last
year but "were told that this resolution had been squashed by the president, who asserted that such a policy
was beyond the province of any
EPC."
English professor Judith Wilt, a
member of that committee, said that
this scenario depicted by Malec is an
accurate interpretation of what happened last year.
On the subject of Malec's reprimand, Wilt did not wish to comment.
Malec charged that Boston College
lowers admission standards for
athletes, and allows them to regain
athletic eligibility by enrolling in the
Evening College, which has no
minimum admissions standards.
Also indicted in Malec's letter was
the Athletic Advisory Board (AAB),
in his eyes "a public relations entity
created by the administration for
cosmetic purposes only." AAB
member and History professor John
Heinemann, said it was "not advisable" for him to comment on
Malec's letter at this time.
In an attempt to ascertain how the
University defines a reprimand,
specifically under what circumstances
a reprimand is given to a faculty
member and what ramifications such
an issuance carries, The Heights attempted to contact Academic Vice
President and Dean of Faculties
Joseph R. Fahey, SJ, Friday afternoon. Through his secretary, Miriam
Donavan, Fahey claimed he had no
time to talk to The Heights and inMalec, page 16

Tune into the latest musical notes in
Features, page 20.
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Grenada

Fighting Declared Over; Cuban Presence Denied
government until elections can be
held.
Scoon has also notified Cuba,
Libya and the Soviet Union of his intention to sever diplomatic relations
with them. Embassy personnel of
those three nations were given 24
hours to leave. (As of this writing only the Libyans have left.) The Cubans
have refused to leave until all Cuban
citizens have been repatriated. 200
Cuban prisoners were flown to Barbados and on to Havana Saturday.
There are still around 350 Cubans
under custody in Grenada.
In connection with Scoon's order,
American soldiers surrounded the
Cuban and Soviet embassies. According to State Department spokesman
John Hughes this was done for "the
security of the embassy personnel."
However the Cuban Embassy's first
secretary complained that Cuban
diplomats were "virtual prisoners,"
according to the Boston Globe.
The Reagan Administration initially estimated the number of Cubans
in Grenada at 1,000 but has since
stated it did not dispute the Cuban
government's estimate of 784. This
downward revision may improve
chances for an early withdrawal of
the majority of US military forces according to the New York Times.
The length of time US military
forces will remain in Grenada is
unclear. White House spokesman

by Terence Connors

US officials have conceded that
there was no Cuban "combat
brigade" on Grenada at the time of
the US attack, reported the Boston
Globe yesterday.
In another developmentSaturday,
the US military presence in Grenada
was called vital to the security of the
island by the Grenadian Governor
General Paul Scoon, said the Boston
Globe.
Fighting in Grenada was officially declared over by the Defense
Department last week and Secretary
of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger
ordered a reduction in American
forces on the island.
The two key figures in the overthrow of former prime minister of
Grenada Maurice Bishop?Bernard
Coard and General Hudson
Austin ?were captured by United
States military forces within the past
10 days. Newly appointed US ambassador to Grenada Charles
Gillespie said last Thursday they will
be turned over to Grenadian
authorities "in a day or so."
Scoon has become the acting
civilian leader of Grenada since the
invasion. He is regarded by the
United States as the legal authority
on the island. Scoon has stated that
he will form a non-political interim

Law Professors Petition
Against Grenada Invasion
by Mary C.

Davitt

A petition condemning the US invasion of Grenada and calling for a
withdrawal of forces was sent to
President Reagan from the faculty of
the Harvard Law School.
Harvard Law Professor Duncan
M. Kennedy drafted the petition and
circulated it October 28 and 31
among the faculty. 45 out of the 69
full time faculty members of Harvard
Law School (57 out of the 88 part
time and full time) signed the petition. Law School Dean James
Vorernberg was among the signees.
The petition, one sentence in
length, stated, "We the undersigned,
members of the Harvard Law School
faculty, condemn the United States
invasion of Grenada and call for
withdrawal of all American forces."
In a recent article in the Boston
Globe, Kennedy stated among the
reasons some faculty members signed the petition was the belief that the
invasion "was illegal, was immoral,
was stupid and was the forerunner of
Nicaragua."

Larry Speakes said American of-

ficials there were discussing with
Scoon the possibility of forming a
peacekeeping force that would permit US forces to depart as soon as
possible. Speakes said this force
could potentially come from
members of the British Commonwealth or Caribbean nations.
Evidence of extensive Cuban and
Soviet involvement in Grenada was
contained in documents captured by
American troops during the invasion
stated Deputy Secretary of State Kenneth W. Dam before the House
Foreign Relations Committee. He
said one of the documents discovered
was an October 1980 treaty between
the Soviet Union and Grenada which
provided for free military aid to
Grenada by the USSR. Dam stated
this is "one indication of the importance the USSR attached to the
toehold Grenada afforded in the
eastern Caribbean."
Economic aid will be provided to
Grenada by the United States. The
administrator of the Agency for International Development M. Peter
McPherson announced last week that
over $3 million has been allocated for
relief and restoration work on the
island, according to the New York

Times. He added the US was "firmly committed to the economic
recovery and long-term development" of Grenada.
The well-publicized Caribbean
Basin Initiative, designed to stimulate
private sector economic activity and
help the small nations in the region
to increase exports, did not include
Grenada. The Reagan administration
pointedly excluded Grenada because
of its friendliness with communist nations and its progression towards a
Marxist state. Economically, it was
advancing towards a state-run
economy although under Bishop
significant private sector activity was
allowed to continue.
Under the Caribbean Basin Initiative program Jamaica received
$50 million and Barbados and the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States received $44.5 million in aid,
according to the Boston Globe. The
Organization of Eastern Caribbean
States includes St. Vincent, St. Lucia,
Dominica, and Antigua which along
with Barbados and Jamaica contributed over 300 troops to the initial
"multinational" force of approximately 2200 (which has since risen
to over 6,000 due to an increase in
US military forces).

Saturday, in a statement viewed as
the strongest criticism of US foreign
policy in recent memory, China called the Grenada invasion "a naked
bloody aggression;" however, some
European leaders and politicians
have moderated their criticism.
United Nations sentiment was running strongly against the US. A
resolution which "deeply deplores
the armed intervention in Grenada"
and calls for the immediate
withdrawal of foreign forces from
the island was adopted last Wednesday by a vote of 108 to 9 with 27
abstentions. Aside from the nations
that participated in the invasion only four negative votes were cast (by
Israel, El Salvador, Barbuda, and the
Grenadines). Furthermore, Barbuda
and the Grenadines are not separate
nations (Barbuda is connected with
Antigua and the Grenadines are tied
to St. Vincent).
Scoon has announced he will name
a nonpolitical provisional government this week. He also said any
Grenadian, including members of the
New Jewel Movement (the party led
by Maurice Bishop, who was killed
in the recent coup), would be eligible to run in the elections provided
they do not have a criminal record.

Artery Plans Go With the Flow
by Karen

Izzi

Plans to depress Boston's Central
Artery and to add a third harbor tunnel connecting to Logan Airport may
finally pose a real solution to the city's infamous traffic problems. The
In response to President Reagan's long-discussed plan, which
includes
stated Grenadian objective of a $2.4 billion totalprice tag and a 12
liberating Grenada from the Cubans year construction period, is now
onand ensuring the safety of Americans ly waiting for word from the Federal
on the island, Kennedy replied,
Highway Administration as to
"Reagan's administration has achievwhether it will fund up to 90% of the
ed its objective. This objective is to project.
intimidate progressive political
One major step towards the funmovements
in the Western
ding of the Central Artery project ocHemisphere and make it appear to curred last week in the
US House ot
peoples of the Western Hemisphere Representatives, thanks to
the inthat their only choice is between
fluence of Speaker Thomas P.
Samoza and Pinochet Regimes on O'Neill, Jr. (D-Mass). As reported in
one hand or a full scale alliance with
the Boston Globe, an amendment to
Cuba and Moscow on the other. I
a bill authorizing an increase in
think that is a shameful objective."
emergency road repair funds includYet, even with Reagan's objective
ed federal planning and design funds
achieved, Kennedy does see worth at least $100 million for
American forces returning to the US
Boston's project. So while the plan
soon. "It is unlikely we will withdraw to depress the artery has yet
to receive
all American troops from Grenada
federal authorization, a committment
until after the election to make sure
of design and engineering funds
no left-wingers get elected," he
could be influential. The Central
commented.
Artery provision was the single
Kennedy is still considering senlargest project in the amendment
ding the petition to other law schools.
which now goes to the Senate for
He is also assembling materials for
approval.
the Novemeber 12 demonstration in
Washington protesting US involveBackground
ment in Central America.
The plan of action was initiated

Tecce's stands

to go under if the Central Artery plan

along with five other alternatives
ranging from no building at all to
what is now called the "preferred
alternative"?depressing the artery
plus building a third harbor tunnel.
According to Spokesperson for the
Executive Office of Transportation
and Construction Jennifer Watson
the draft environmental impact statement which included the six alternatives was published in July. After
presenting the statement in public
hearings, Governor Dukakis selected
the plan he felt best suited the city.
A final statement was then sent to the
Federal Highway Administration
September 30 and is now waiting to
hear if it will be certified by the environmental tract and if it is approved for government funding.

goes through.

Interestingly, this project has been
widely accepted by city and state officials although past proposals have
always been met with defeat. "One
of the reasons for this," explained
Watson, "is that this project is unique, shaped by local concerns." This
plan does not include taking any
residential land, will not disrupt traffic during construction, nor evict a
single resident. Previous plans for
building a third harbor tunnel would
have put a highway in the middle of
an East Boston neighborhood. The
new proposal for the tunnel begins
where the Mass. Pike now ends at the
Southeast Expressway and will connect to the Bird Island flats at Logan
Artery, page 23.

Update Update Update Update Update
Your B.C. discounts Lebanon
made my day.

The Israeli headquarters in Tyre,
Lebanon was bombed by a truck
loaded with explosives which crashed through the building's entrance
Friday. The death toll is estimatedat
60 persons.
As a measure of retaliation, Israeli
Defense Minister Moshe Arens gave
the demand for two air strikes against
Palestinian factions near the BeirutDamascus highway.

Luther
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Pope John Paul II has accepted an
invitation to participate in services at
a Lutheran Evangelical Church in
Rome December 11. According to
Vatican officals, this will be the first
such visit by a Pope and is
precipitated by the recent celebration
of the 500 birthday of Martin Luther,
founder of the Church during the
Protestant Reformation.
The Pope's decision is in keeping
with his effort to reconcile differences
between the two denominations.
John Paul has called for a reevaluation of the Catholic Church's
attitude towards Luther, who was ex-

communicated in 152) because of his
radical religious beliefs. However,
Vatican officials also quickly noted
that this was not an important change
in the Church's stand towards the
Lutheran leader, but, an attempt to
close the gap between the to two

foreign diplomats since August 18,
when he spoke before a group of
United States senators. This latest
absence has given credibility to the
persistent rumors of Andropov's failing health.

Chaplain
El Salvador
denominations.

The US Embassy in El Salvador is
pressing the Salvadoran government
to take action against a number of army and security officers who are
suspected to be involved in the
assassination squads there.
The "Death Squads," which are
believed to be in the pay of right-wing
elements, have been blamed for
thousands of civilian deaths over the
past four years there, according to
the New York Times.

Andropov
Soviet leader Yuri Andropov was
noticeably absent from a rally
celebrating the 66 anniversary of the
1917 Bolshevik revolution. It was the
first time that a Soviet President has
missed this, one of the most important celebrations in the Soviet Union.
Andropov has not been seen by

Navy Lieutenant Commander
George Pucciarelli, SJ is the only
Roman Catholic chaplain stationed
in Beirut. Pucciarelli is orginally
from West Newton. He attended
Boston College and Saint John's
seminary before joining the US Navy
twelve years ago.
After the bombing of the Marine
headquarters, Pucciarelli administered the Last Rite to at least
150 living and dead Roman
Catholics, Protestants, and Jews.
Pucciarelli said he believes the adversities the marines have suffered, as
part of multi-national peacekeeping
force, has actually "strengthened
their minds and bodies, they are a
really remarkable group."
Asked what he would say at
memorial services for the marines
who were killed, Pucciarelli replied,
"Blessed are the peacekeepers for
theirs is the Kingdom of God."
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Digital Computers

UGBC Closes Case, Agencies Get a Loan

by J.

Chrisann Taras

lUail»

The Boston College Student Agencies will be stepping even further into the business world this Wednesday
when their new Rainbow personal
computer, made by Digital Equipment Corporation, arrives for a seven
month loan period.
Director of the Student Agencies
Caroline Considine is looking forward to the Rainbow'sarrival. "The
administrative work of the six agencies: Help Unlimited, BC Marketing,
Publicity and BC Advertising, BC
Travel, Cheers, and Queen of Hearts,
is quite complex," she stated.
"Hopefully, the computer will help
to simplify everyone's workload and
allow the agencies to provide better
service as a student business."
The computer will arrive with
much of its own software. The Student Agencies will have to arrange
for a printer and some special software. Junior computer science major Gerri Moriarty will be writing
many of the programs the agencies
will need to completely utilize the new
system, according to Considine.
It is not unusual for computer

by Dan Hermes

IU UC IlldUC IU UIIIVCIMUCS CUIU

businesses, similar to the BC agency.
Generally the large computer
manufacturers find it to be a good
business practice. Digital has a complete process that an interested school
must adhere to if they desire a computer for a trial basis.
This past summer School of
Management associate professor
Robert Hisrich looked into the loan
process and Considine wrote the required proposal to Digital. The proposal included the reasons BC Student Agencies wanted a computer
and how the agencies intend to use
Digital's Rainbow.
Digital Sales Representative Ron
Massula accounted for Digital's interest in school and business loans.
"The Rainbow is a very popular
computer right now," he stated.
"The company is interested to see
just what it can do."
Different businesses and companies invariably discover new functions for the computer, he commented. For example, last year
Digital loaned a computer to the
Massachusetts School of Pharmacology and a program designed by
a school administrator there is now

The previous confusion over financial responsibilities for the theft of a
computer which the UGBC borrowed from a local leasing firm has been
concluded.
Lloyd's of London, Boston College's insurance company, will pay
the remainder from the $1,000 deductable on the missing $3,500 computer, according to UGBC Financial
Vice President Henry Gomez.
The computer, a Digital Rainbow
<<q model, was reported to have been
missing during finals week last May
when Resident Student Life
Chairperson Jeff Theilman in the
early hours of the morning found the
door open to the UGBC Cultural
Henry Gomez
CommitteeOffice and the computer
th<
processed
by
Digital
for
being
missing.
company's software.
The BC Student Agencies will have
Questions arose as to who would
the option to buy the Rainbow from
then
be financially responsible for the
Digital in June. Massula stated,
computer. Because the equipstolen
"Digital hardly ever donates a comment was on loan to the UGBC, there
puter 100%, but conceivably could
was concern that they would be forcabsorb 50% of the cost."
ed to pick up the entire bill, as it is
Considinebelieves that "since BC
generally not the policy of an inhas an active relationship with Digital
the possibility of a Digital donation surance company to cover equipment
that is not owned by its clients.
in the future is good."
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Fortunately, negotiations were
made so that the University's insurance company would cover the
claim. At the cost to BC of the $1,000
deductable, Lloyd's of London
would then vouch for the remainder
of the bill.
According to Gomez, this was actually a blessing, considering the odd
circumstances of a theft of a computer which wasn't even the UGBC's
to begin with. However, it was the
services rendered by their insurance
agent, John Dunnett, "whose help
was invaluable to the UGBC,"
Gomez explained, which enabled
them to negotiate the claim.
"Normally the deductable on such
a theft would have been $500, but
because it wasn't BC's equiptment we
ended up paying $1,000," Gomez
noted.
In light of the incident, Gomez
noted that the precautionary
measures now being taken in the
UGBC office are being tightened.
"Now everything in the office
(Xerox machine, IBM typewriter,
etc.) is insured," stated Gomez.
"And everything which goes through
me, even if I'm not sure whether it
needs to be, I check to have insured."

BC PIRG Refunding Mechanism Revisited
by Patti Horn and Lisa

Holzer

Thursday, on WZBC's Phil Jennings talk show, BC PIRG debated
Joe Shamon and Scan Hanna concerning the BC PIRG refund process.
The $4.00 refunds are available to
all Boston College students in the
Book Co-op room until November
11.
The debate centered on whether
the current system of refunding is fair
to the BC student. Shamon and Hanna believe it is not fair because the
student must inconvenience himself
to get his $4.00. BC PIRG coordinator Anne Collins said it is a fair
system since the majority of the
students support PIRG. "It wouldbe
inconveniencing the majority, instead
of the minority of students," to make
the students go to PIRG itself and
donate $4.00, said Collins. She also
pointed out that when PIRG was
voted onto the BC campus in 1972
the students voted to donate $4.00
from their tuition via the UGBC Student Activities Fee.
Shamon and Hanna made it clear
that it is not what PIRG stands for
that they are questioning, it is the refund process. Shamon said the result
of last year's referendum was clear
support for a new refund method.
40% of the voters wanted another
funding system, and though this is
the minority, it is a strong minority,
said Shamon.
Both Shamon and Hanna believe
PIRG should be more accountable to
UGBC, because it is through UGBC
that PIRG receives money. The
PIRG chairman is not appointed by
UGBC and PIRG does not go
through the same channels as all
other UGBC organizations, said
Shamon, consequently PIRG is not
held as accountable.
BC PIRG member Lesley
Samuelrich pointed out that PIRG
does not use UGBC's money since
UGBC is only PIRG's collecting
agent. PIRG is held accountable
twice a year, once during the refunds
and once through the referendum,
said Samuelrich.
At the moment, the refund system
at Rutgers University in New Jersey,
which is the system used at BC, has
been ruled unconstitutional by the US
Court of Appeals, said Hanna. Since
the US Court of Appeals can only
rule on procedure the case has been
sent back down to the US District
Court to be tried, Hanna continued,
adding that the proceedings for the
case will now be based on the unconstitutionality of the refund
system. NJ PIRG has appealed to the
US Supreme Court to hear the case,
said Hanna.
Based on this case, Hanna plans to
file his own lawsuit against the BC
PIRG refunding system which he has
objected to since freshman year. The
research for the case has been com-

pleted, said Hanna, however the case
has been stalled since Hanna is a
senior. "The attorney felt that it may
be difficult to convince the court that
this is important since it will not affect my future," added Hanna.
However, in the Rutgers case both
NJ PIRG and the plaintiff decided
that it was not a mute issue, even
though the plaintiff Joseph Galda
had graduated in 1978, explained
Hanna. Therefore, he believes his
case will go through.
The difference between the Rutgers
and BC cases, said Samuelrich, is
that Rutgers is a public university and
the Rutgers lawsuit is filed against the
University and not PIRG. Hanna
said Sunday night that he will probably file suit against Boston College
with MassPIRG acting as the interventionist, like NJ PIRG did for
Rutgers. This will not be finalized until Hanna finishes filing, however.
This year when students request
refunds, PIRG asks if it is its funding
method or its policies to which the
student objects. The typical student
response this year is against the Bottle Bill or a simple wish for beer
money; only about 20 out of 150 people on a refund day actually state they
are actively opposed to PIRG's
policies, said PIRG members.
PIRG receives no state money, only money from students and concerned citizen contributors. Most BC

students do not realize their $4.00 are
not necessarily spent by BC PIRG.
The money from all 17 MassPIRG
campuses is pooled and BC PIRG
receives its money from this pool. BC
PIRG also gets no money from the
Office of Student Programs and
Resources (OSPAR), since it is a state
wide organization and not only for
BC.
PIRG is concerned that people
take advantageof the refund for the
wrong reasons. "If people are objecting solely to the funding, they should
know that we've done everything we
can to have it changed," said Susan
Pultz, a member of BC PIRG.
One of the ways PIRG has tried to
change its funding method has been
to route the money directly from tuiof
through
tion
instead
UGBC."ldeally, we would like a
negative check-off system in which
the $4 is included in the tuition, but
can be deducted when checking off
a box directly on the tuition bill,"
stated Pultz.
However, PIRG Student Director
Chris White said the administration
refuses to act as a collecting agent for
BC PIRG, and, therefore, the only
option open is through the UGBC
Student Activities Fee.
The problem with the negative
check-off system, according to most
PIRG members, is it forces students
to decide whether or not to support

by Janice Gi"
Students receive their $4.00 refunds from MassPIRG. Photo

MassPIRG at the time they pay their
tuition bill. This is before students
have a chance to find out PIRG's activities for the school year. "Most
other colleges in MassPIRG have this
check-off system already, but the BC
administration will not allow it
here," said Samuelrich. "We are one
of the only PIRGs with this system
and we get less support this way,"she
added.
MassPIRG understands objection
to the fact that it helped pass the Bottle Bill without providing a redemp-

Voices From the Dustbowl

tion center on campus to serve BC
directly, said PIRG member Patty
Dorsey. PIRG is presently trying to
establish centers on both Newton and
Main Campus for bottle redemption
and newspaper recycling, she added.
Still another complaint about
MassPIRG is that it does not do
enough for the BC on-campus community. Pultz responded by saying
PIRG serves the on-campus community by informing it about issues
such as hazardous waste and acid
rain.

by Morgan O.

Short

McGivern

and Kelly

How did you feel about driving to Sullivan Stadium for the Perm State game?

Tim Walsh, '85, A&S

Penny Sinert,

'84, A&S

I know we gained a lot of revenue but
I didn't like driving an hour and a
half. You lost the home game feeling.

After being in a traffic jam for two
hours trying to leave Sullivan
Stadium, it didn't exactly please me.
I'd rather have it at BC. It kind of
took away from the spirit of it.

Tom White, '86, A&S

Lisa Andreaggi, '86, SOM

I took the bus and I thought it was
a great way to get to the stadium. The
kids had a great time and I'd like to
see it done again.

I watched it on TV because I knew
it would take two hours just to get
out of Sullivan Stadium. I'd prefer
to have it in Alumni.
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Shelter in the Dorm

It would appear that the people in charge of access to the resident housing facilities
at this school have never heard of the word security. Although all the facts of the
incident are not in, the attempted rape of a female resident of Edmond's Sunday
morning sadly reminds us of the need for tight security.
Boston College dormitories, aside from the thousands of men and especially women
they house, hold hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of property (stereos, jewelry,
appliances, etc.). They are a prime target for even the most inept burglar. It should
be quite surprising then, that Heights reporters were able to enter Boston College
dorms without being asked for identification 19 out of 20 times they tried. Something
is definitely wrong here.
There are two factors which can be blamed for this. The dorm receptionist system
is a farce. The receptionists prefer watching television and doing their homework
to asserting themselves and carrying out their responsibility to account for all visitors
to the building. The results of The Heights' investigation bear this out. Virtually anyone
with the least bit of assertiveness can get past these so-called guardians with a mildly
forceful "I live here" or simply by moving straight into an elevator or stairway. The
dorm receptionists themselves cannot be entirely blamed for the failure of this system.
Relative to their responsibilities, they receive completely inadequate training.
The other factor to blame in the dorm security gap is the notorious phenomenon
of the propped-open side door. Even if the dorm receptionists were doing their jobs
(and even if they had an armed guard on duty with them!), absolutely anyone could
easily enter the building as long as they had enough strength to push open a door.
The only reason for this is that people are too lazy or stupid to carry their keys, or
because they are just too lazy to take them out of their pockets?or because they
don't belong there and they think they have to sneak in because they aren't aware
of how easy it is to get past the dorm receptionists. How can any security measures
even hope to be effective when the people they are established to protect do not
cooperate with them?
We are not calling for Boston College to set up a police state. We are not calling
for them to hire campus policemen to be stationed in every dorm. But maybe if all
secondary exits to buildings were made fire-doors; maybe if dorm receptionists were
trained better, paid more, and made personally responsible for unauthorized people
in their building; maybe if non-BC students were required to be met at the door and
escorted into the building by the resident that they were visiting, and BC students
were simply required to show proper identification; maybe if the resident students
would cooperate with the people trying to protect them; maybe then would we have
a system of security that, while not unreasonably restrictive, would provide a reasonable
system of dorm security.
Boston College must take measures to improve the safety of our dorms, and resident students must abandon their lazy habits and follow a few rules. It's not much
to ask.
By ignoring this problem, we are surely asking for trouble.

More Green, Less Brown
Have you taken a look at the quad lately? Obviously the BC groundskeepers haven't.
It more closely resembles a sandlot than it does the centerpiece to the main
of a university.
Of course the groundskeepers are not entirely to blame. They must share the guilt
with all the students and other people who, rather than walk the extra ten feet on
the brick walks, decide to trample the grass. Are we asking to be treated like children?
Do we want them to put up "Keep Off the Grass" signs and rope fences? Let us
hope not, for they are only slightly less of an eyesore than the quagmire that now exists.
It does not take much money or effort to keep our campus looking respectable.
If the people in Physical Plant would do their job and keep the grass growing until
winter, then maybe the students would not be so lazy as to trample it.
It's not an issue that's going to change the world, but it takes so little effort to
let the grass grow and enhance the natural beauty of our environment. It's not only
the SOM students who like a little green.

Where We Seem to Be Going

In our editorial last week we asked President Reagan where our tonegn policy was
leading us. While we obviously didn't expect a personal response, we would have
liked to have seen some statement or action that would ease our anxieties or dispell
our confusion?which would have given us direction. It would seem that the only
answer we got was that we were going into mental hospitals and to other small islands.
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America: We Are Our Brother's Keeper
To the Editor:

This letter is in response to your November
1 editorial. It, like so many other Heights
editorials, was filled with inconsistencies, contradictions, innacuracies, and irrational

statements.

The editorial begins by rightfully questioning (he United States dubious invasion of
Grenada. It asks: "What are our interests?"
Considering that The Heights portrays itself as
a liberal, humanitarian newspaper?concerned
with the well-being of people all around the
world?l find it ironic that you should ques-

tion America's troop deployment throughout

the world. The United States is a country with
world-wide obligations. After all, we are our
brother's keeper. That does not mean
economics alone, or assuaging our consciences
by saying nice things about world freedom and
then sitting back, contented with how moral we
are. No, our obligations reauire a real
commitment?risking our own security for the
protection of the weak. We cannot bury our
heads in the sand, leaving the less priviledged
to fend for themselves. Unfortunately, you do
not seem to understand that.
The editorial goes on to ask the ridiculous

question: "Are we using our military to provoke people?" Your reply is even more
outrageous, "The marines in Lebanon seem to
be doing just that." The US Marines in
Lebanon are unquestionably a peacekeeping
force and are anything but provocateurs. To
accuse the Marines of provoking terrorism in
Lebanon, is to accuse a policeman of provoking looting during a riot.
You go on to ask "Is there any reason why
our military forces aren't stationed offshore,
ready to move in when needed?" The fact that
the troubles in Beruit aren't offshore seems to
be a very good one. What good are policemen

pm
pm
pm
pm

who stay in their station only to come out after
something has happened? Do you recall the last
time the Marines left Beruit and the carnage
that followed as hundreds of Paslestinian men,
women, and children were massacred? The
Marines must be visible peacekeepers.
Also, 1 find it not only ironic but hypocritical
that you should quote the Bible by saying, "Do
not judge lest ye be judged." The Heights is
perhaps one of the most judgemental
newspapers around, next to the Manchester
Union Leader. Of course. The Heights is
"liberal", so that makes it all right. Doesn't it?
Patrick Dunne A&S '86
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Last Again?
To the Editor:

"Oh, no. The last day! I always get the last
day."
"No kidding. I always get the last slot on the
last day."
Statements such as these were uttered
repeatedly in the Lyons foyer last week. Was
there any truth to them?
"I've had the worst slot for the last six
semesters."
I knew that was an exaggeration. This is only the third semester of on-line registration. But
what about all the others?
Back in my office, I spoke with a few
students about their registration appointments
and found that what they remembered about
their previous appointments didn't agree with
what the record indicated.
But my curiousity was aroused and 1 decided to calculate the probability of the claims
made by so many others.
If appointments are distributed randomly,
can someone repeatedly come up with the last
day. Of course. If you've taken statistics, you
know that each time you toss a coin, you have
a fifty percent chance of getting heads. If you
continue to toss the coin, the number of times
you get heads or tails should be evenly divided; the more you toss, the more likely the
distribution will be even. But each time you
toss, there is a 50/50 chance of getting heads
or tails. The same thing happens each time the
registration appointment scheduler runs. You
have one chance in three of coming up with the
last day.
So you've got the last day. What are the
chances that the event will recur the next time?
One in nine. And the third time? 4 in 100. The
fourth? 1 in 100. The fifth? 4 in 1000. And the
sixth? 1 in 1000.
Let's take a look at the chance of getting the
last appointment slot. Each class is scheduled
over a three day period comprised of 72 time
slots. So your chances of getting the last slot
are 1 in 72. If it happens to you, the likelihood
that the event will be repeated in the second year
is 1 in 5000. By the third year, your chances
will have improved to 1 in 500,000 and, finally, by the fourth year 1 in 25,000,000.
Did I hear you say you wanted a seat in
Statistics? Sorry, its closed.

Louise Lonabocker
University Registrar

Congresional
Corrections

as possible. For this reason, 1 appreciate your
timely coverage of my recent appearance at BC.
I feel it is important, however, that I point
out an inaccuracy in The Heights October 24
account of my remarks on the nuclear freeze.
The reporter writes, "Markey advocates a
unilateral freeze, claiming the freeze and later
reductions can be verified." 1 have never advocated a unilateral freeze. Rather 1 am in favor
of a verifiable, bilateral freeze.
I was the original co-sponsor of the freeze
resolution which was passed by the US House
of Representatives in May. The resolution calls
for the United States and the Soviet Union to
adopt a mutual and verifiable freeze on the
testing, production, and deployment of nuclear
weapons. After the two countries agree to a
freeze, further negotiations would deal with efforts to reduce the superpowers' nuclear
arsenal.
Again, I am an advocate of a verifiable,
bilateral nuclear freeze, not a unilateral action.
I'd no less support a unilateral freeze than
I would the idea of the Eagles taking on
Alabama's Crimson Tide without our shoulder

pads.

Flag Waving
To the Editor:

I am continually amazed by those who exercise their right to free speech by condemning
the very government that supports that right.
I shudder to think what would happen to a
Soviet student who submitted to his college
newspaper "Forgive me Yuri, for I Have Sinned," or for that matter, what would happen to
the editors who printed it!
Mr. Nicholson, you are certainly entitled to
grieve more for Benito Aquino than for two
hundred honorable Marines; however, let me
take this opportunity to remind you that those
two hundred Marines died so that you could
remain cozy and secure at Boston College, and
enjoy the freedom to ridicule their efforts.
Forgive me, Mr. Nicholson, if I believe that exercising civil liberties. Forgive me, for being the
least bit grateful and indebted that over two
hundred military men DIED so that all of us
Americans might continue to enjoy the civil
liberties which you so nonchalantly take for
granted. Forgive me for being proud to wave
my patriotic flag. Forgive me for being a loyal
American.
Cynthia Bailey
SOM '86

To the Editor
As an alumnus of Boston College, I feel a
personal attachment to the school and
its students. I was therefore, particularly pleased to have an opportunity to speak to a group
at Edmwards [sic] Hall on October 23.
As a congressman actively involved in the
pursuit of a sensible arms control policy, I am
always interested in sharing my insights and
opinions on this subject with as many people
strong

Sincerely,
Edward J. Markey
Member of Congress
BC Class of 1968
BC Law, Class of 1972

Drunk Driving
To the Editor:
Geez! I hate to be an ignorant grad student,
Mr. Editor. But, I found myself a tad confused after glancingthrough your recent issue. You

see, I turned page by page hoping to find the
article covering the recent Boston Phoenix and

WFNX broadcast that took place in the Rat.

And...well, I just couldn't seem to find it. I

looked and looked and looked. But it just
wasn't there.
"Silly me," I said to myself as I sat therewith
the paper in my hands. "How could I have ever
expected The Heights to cover something as
trivial and unimportant as drinking and driving? And even if they did cover it, how could
they fit it in between those eleven large ads on
alcohol? Silly me."
But just as I was about to toss the paper into the trashcan...l mean aside...l figured I'd
give it one more try. So page by page I went
through it again. And, lo and behold, there was
something about the live broadcast on page
eight. But, like I said Mr. Editor, I'm confused. The picture on page eight isn't even of the
Rat. So it couldn't be of the presentation on
drinking and driving. And the caption says it
was at night. But, heck, I'm sure I was there
from 10am until 3pm. Is that night time these
days?
And it says something about "Dave Cowens
and a representative of the Dukakis Administration" being the keynote speakers. But,
Dave Cowens was the representative of the administration. I guess he had a dialogue with
himself. Is that what it was, Mr. Editor?
Oh, and you know that picture you have
there, Mr. Editor? Well that looks like it's a
picture of a career expo. So I guess when you
say that the students in the picture received
"pamphlets and statistics on the greatest contributor to their death," 1 guess you were referring to their getting jobs. Well that's pretty
perceptive of you, Mr. Editor. After all, 1 heard
jobs were killing one out of two people involved
in fatal highway accidents.
I would call for The Heights to extend
apologies to The Boston Phoenix, WFNX, and
The Boston College Alcohol Concern Team
(who sponsored the presentation). But chances
are you'd probably screw that up as well.
Sincerely confused,
Jack Mulvena
Grad Assistant
Alcohol Concern Team

draft but he is a republican, so why not blame
him? It seems that Mr. Nicholson has the same
problem with accuracy that The Heights does.
Mr. Nicholson is also very involved in "social
justice activities." Heck, he boycotts Nestle; he
cries for the poor of the Third World; Mr.
Nicholson sings "give peace a chance" and he
listens to Joan Baez and Pete Seeger. Wow! I
bet he even daydreamed once about joining the
Peace Corps and actually doing something.
I find Mr. Nicholson's role models curious
also. For example, Che Guevara a man whose
sole raison d'etre was to spread communism
through insurrection, and to start wars. But
wait isn't Mr. Nicholson opposed to war? You
wouldn't be contradicting yourself, would you
Mr. Nicholson? Well, as long as its a leftist
radical starting the wars, I guess its okay.
Here is the real outrage: Mr. Nicholson
makes this remark in his letter: "And forgive
me for shouting bloody murder upon the
assassination of Benigno Aquino but for feeling less grief upon the deaths of our boys in
the Middle East." Benigno Aquino was one
good man who was unjustly killed, and we
should be angry...but to feel "less grief" over
the deaths of more than 230 young men,
American men, is a scandal. These young men
had the highest sense of ethics; they made the
surpreme sacrifice for their "brothers of the
planet"; these American Marines achieved the
highest sense of morality. These young men
were murdered in their sleep for actually trying to "give peace a chance" not just singing
about it.
Christ said "Greater love hath no man than
this, that a man lay down his life for his
friends." It is a pity that Jesus was not one of
Mr. Nicholson's role models.
The only reason that Mr. Nicholson is safe
in his cocoon, feeling oh-so superior and above
serving in the military, is because there are those
who are willing to protect us (including Mr.
Nicholson) with their lives.
When Mr. Nicholson said, "Bless me...for
I have sinned," he was much closer to the truth
than he imagined.
Note: I would like to thank The Heights for
giving me an opportunity to express my
opinions.
-

-

-

-

Patrick Dunne
A&S '86

No Forgiveness
To the Editor:

I wouldlike to take this opportunity to make
reply to Jeff Nicholson '84 (Reader's Forum
November 1). Mr. Nicholson's letter was written much in the same vein as so many of The
Heights editorials and columns; that is to say
supercilious self-righteousness. Granted, Mr.
Nicholson's letter was far more extreme than
anything The Heights has written, to my
knowledge anyway.
Mr. Nicholson is the epitome of a caring,
moral human being...or so his sarcastic letter
would seem to imply. He regrets having
"registered to kill my brothers of the planet"
but he was "compelled" to do so "by Thy
[Reagan's] Holy Law." Mr. Nicholson, it was
not President Reagan's law, but President
Carter's; President Reagan is opposed to the

-

Errata
We would like to apologize to The
Boston Phoenix, WFNX, and the
Alcohol Concern Team for the errors
pointed out in the above letter.
We would also would like to apologize
to Jeff Nicholson, whose letter to the
editor in last week's issue was transposed in production.

Chris Mullen at Large

An Argument for Outlawing Senior Portraits
Many of you freshmen may be wondering
why all the upperclassmen have been walking
around in suits lately. Basically it is because
right now three of the most important college
cycles are now taking place, and all of them are
interconnected.
job interview cycle. It's
First, there is
pretty easy to spot someone who has dressed
up for an interview. The male version always
has his trusty tasseled shoes on; I have never
seen anyone go to an interview without a
pair?I think maybe the Career Center passes
them out, like the way the Plex rents out towels
and bathing caps.
The dc rigueur article for women jobhunters
is the grey suit, and those white blouses with
frilly collars that make them look like a pot
that's boiling over. People on interviews make
great before-and-after studies, because no matter how much confidence they build up in
themselves, a half-hour of abuse by a HillHolliday personnel officer will bring them
plummeting back to earth but fast.
Then there is the second category of occasions for dress, which I like to call the recovery
cycle?this includes semi-formals, limo races,
Jesuit socials and other mass-alcoholic events.
You will notice that the vast majority of these
take place immediately after midterms are over.
This is because, contrary to popular belief, the
BC student is not an academic animal, and
his/her abilty to withstand pressure stands at

about nil. On this principle, it is generally
agreed by experts that every hour of actual
work by a BC undergrad requires six to seven
hours of compensatory alcohol intake.
The last cycle is the senior picture process,
an institution for which I have the utmost contempt. There is no good reason why such a college requirement exists when it benefits so few
and holds so much anxiety and fear for
everyone else. Analyze any recent yearbook and
count up the number of those people who actually look halfway decent in them. In no case
do they represent more than one in three people shown. Alas, I belong to the silent majority. I have narrowed my explanation down to
five major points. To wit:
' 1. I have never taken a decent photograph,
nor has any of my ancestors. Really, I've done
a lot of research on this. Not that we're ugly,
we're just not photogenic. Representatives from
CARE used to come to our house looking for
family albums to use for their posters. I'm
serious. Some of my parents' baby pictures
were used as exhibits at the Nuremberg trials,
and there is evidence that my high school portrait has replaced "No Trespassing" signs in
some towns. I mean, how do you think I feel
knowing that it's because of my ID that all
librarians are issued airsick bags while on du-

ty?

2. I don't know how to shop for clothes.
More than one person has threatened to report
me to the police for clothing abuse. Every so
often a BC tour guide will see me coming and
hurriedly say something like, "And BC also
gives free courses to vagrants from the Pine
Street Inn," while rerouting the herd away from
my path. But is it my fault, coming from a town
where JC Penney and the beehive hairdo still
hold sway? I saw approximatelyhalf a million
people on the way to the Sub Turri office; surely one of them could have stopped me fromshowing up looking like I did. Did even one person warn me that my jacket clashed with my
pants, or that my tic was rebelling wildly against
the whole ensemble. No, of course not ?it's,
"Hi, Mull, how're you doing? Looking sharp
today." And then they go off snickering behind
my back.
3. The Sub Turri people hate me. Actually
I can't even blame them. I broke one their cardinal rules; I missed five sittings in a row. In
Sub Turri terms, we're talking justifiable
homicide.

4. When I finally went for my sitting, it was
raining. Deffnition of wasted effort: blowdrying your hair and then walking a quartermile in the rain. And do you think when
everybody gets their yearbooks in May, they'll
great
remember that November 2 was

biblical downpour? No way. They take one
look at my face and say, "Wow, couldn't this
kid even wash his hair for his senior picture?"

5. I have never met a photographer who didn't
have a couple of blown-out bulbs upstairs. I
feel much the same way toward photogaphers
as some people do about dentists. Like game
show hosts and adult bookstore owners, they
are a breed apart. I'd just like to know where
they're breeding them. Not that I think it's their
fault ?any job where one of your major tasks
is to get your customer to wet his/her lips has
got to do something to your mind. And this guy
wasn't as bad as some I've seen. You can spot
them sometimesbefore it's too late. Fifty-year
old guys named Skip, who come to your high
school parking lot in a trailer and also do weddings and bar mitzvahs on the side are always
bad news. I wouldn't even mind a rotten picture, but I don't want some guy my father's
age standing there and making bogus unfunny
jokes to make me wet my lips. Call me
conservative.
To tell you the truth, I won't even take the retake if they offer me one. I refuse to try
anymore, because I know no matter how
natural I try to look, or how broadly I smile
at the photographer's lewd lip-licking remarks,
my picture will still look like they cut it out of
my old point book. Just wait.
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Student Waste Continues to Nag BCDS
by Kathleen Ferrigno

After finishing his dinner, Joe Student discreetly scans McElroy Dining
Hall. His eyes shift from the food
line to the salad bar. All employees
appear busy wiping tables, clearing
trays and replacing food. He slips his
backpack over his shoulder and
sneaks out of McElroy. Once safe
within the confines of his dorm
room, he zips open the bag and
unloads the goods: four bananas, a
loaf of bread, salt and pepper shakers
and six spoons.
Theft of food and culinary items
as well as actual food waste have contributed to the monetary increase of
the Point Plan for the 1983-84
academic year. The individual cost
has risen to $862.50 per semester.
The a la carte dining halls experience considerably less food waste

than the unlimited cafeterias, according to Director of Dining Services
John Callahan. He explained that
with the current point system where,
through points, students essentially
pay for the food they wish to take,
they are less likely to take more at an
a la carte cafeteria than they actually want. Therefore, the greatest food
waste occurs at dining halls such as
McElroy and Stuart, where unlimited
portions of food are offered and
many times students tend to take
more than they actually consume. As
a result, the excess food is discarded.
Area Manager of McElroy Dining
Hall John Cowden revealed that leaving food on trays is the largest waste.
In an attempt to alleviate this problem, Cowden said that only a
limited amount of food is served at
one time. The students, however, are
free to return as many times as they

CHOCOHOLICS
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we can do it...
Gary's Chocolates
We deliver too!
Lincoln, MA

wish. The controlling of food portions are reported to have curtailed
the waste of food in McElroy,
although the problem of waste continues to exist. Cowden believes the
issue to control waste is an individual
responsibility and regretfully said
"unfortunately, some just don't
care."

There is a noticeable loss of trays
at the Eagle's Nest, also, according
to Operations Manager Bill Baker,
who claimed that at one time 350
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salad dressing and condiments were
installed.
Although theft was controlled in
this area, Baker said there are some
areas that cannot be controlled. He
said that students feel as though
because they pay the tuition they have
the right to take things, and this attitude, Baker said, leads to theft.
Although the problem of food
waste and theft continues to exist at
BC, Callahan said it has been
decreasing over the years due to the
success of the current Point Plan and
the efforts of the Student Dining Services Committee. The committee was
established to examine the functions
of the dining services and offer suggestions in the development and expansion of programs and policies for
the general improvement of the entire service. The committee meets
bimonthly to review these issues and
students are given the opportunity to
work in conjunction with administrators to aid in waste reduction
and to better the overall quality and
effectiveness of the dining services.

x,n
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like it
.

1

left Germany,

einhauser Bier has authentic German
te. It is brewed and bottled in Germany
wording to the Purity Law of 1516, which
illows only natural ingredients. Then
Steinhauser is shipped to America,
ichanged. Uncompromised. Next time
ire thirsting for authentic German beer,
:k for a Steinhauser, the one beer that
tastes like it never left Germany.

CHOOSE THE

I

were missing in three days.
Baker is currently compiling data
on food waste and usage. He said,
however, that the food waste is not
extensive, because there is a shortage
of storage space which prevents them
from overproducing, but there has
been a considerable loss of silverware, napkins, salt and pepper
shakers, and packaged items. To
lessen the problem, dispensers for
trays

rCHOOSE- LIVE
Hit,

Callahan revealed that one of the
attributes to money loss exists at Walsh Hall. Because this dining facility is connected to the dorm
rooms, many students carry out food
on trays and dispose of them afterwards. These trays are very costly,
said Callahan, each ranging from
$4-$5, and their loss greatly contributes to the annual replacement
cost at Walsh of an estimated
$10,000.
greatest
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of Nuclear Crisis

Speaker Defines Politics
by Karen

Izzi

In lieu of the present political situation American foreign policy has
found itself in, last Thursday's guest
lecture by Jerry W. Sanders, Ph.D.,
a member of the Committee on the
Present Danger (CPD), was quite
timely. Sponsored by the BC Coalition Against Nuclear War, the speech
addressed the politics of containment
militarism.
Sanders, who is the author of Peddlers of Crisis and a professor at City College in New York, related ideas
from seven years of research and interviews touching on subjects ranging from the Vietnam War to the
Carter administration to the recent
US invasion of Grenada.
Sanders spoke of the CPD as proponents of a "lion-like use of force"
in militarypolicy. He linked the shift
in the defense strategy in the Carter
administration from the moderate
standpoint in 1976 to a more
militaristic view in 1979 to the coercion of the conservative CPD. Yet
the CPD was never able to back
Carter or get any members in his
administration.

In 1980 they found the perfect candidate in Ronald Reagan, a member
of their committee. So it came as no
surprise that after being elected to office, Reagan appointed over 50
members of the CPD to various positions in the administration. With
them was brought a return to the
danger of cold war militarism.
The basic world view of the CPD
and Reagan is the zero-sum, bi-polar,
East versus West policy, noted
Sanders. He spoke of the Soviet
threat campaign that has backed reforeign policy action.
cent
"Everything is either for us or against
us" in Reagan's point of view, said
Sanders.
What was the communism scare in
the 1950's is now the terrorism scare
of the 1980s. Sanders sees the CPD
policies wanting to return to the aggressive terms of the 19505. In their
eyes "Grenada was a loss but now a
victory in the cold war struggle," he
stated. Sanders also expressed the
view many others have agreed with
recently when he said that the US intervention took place to maintain
credibility. To the CPD, staying out
would have been a sign of weakness.

Referring often to UN Ambassador Jean Kirkpatrick, Sanders
reminded the
audience of
Kirkpatrick's position that the US
had "a higher moral duty" than
breaking the UN International
Charter when it invaded Grenada.
The CPD described this invasion as
Reagan's finest hour, finally overcoming America's impotence. The
CPD excuse for entering Grenada
was obvious to Sanders. "The US
could not say they did not like the
government there because it was
challenging the status quo, it had to
blame the fear of Soviet intervention," he stated.
The theory of "containment
militarism" includes that it must be
carried out by military force. Sanders
pointed out that the CPD finds the
key to military foree?escalation
dominance?the building up of arms.
If the US is credible in its escalation
threat then we could have a military
superpower, according to Sanders.
Once again he quoted Kirkpatrick as
saying, "I wish it were otherwise but
force is the way of the world."
Looking at the dynamics of the
New Right, as Sanders referred to the

works of the CPD, who were "antieverything," he posed the question of
"whether there will be a significant
political shift of American policies in
light of militarism?"The exampleof
the failure of American force being
able to overcome long term conflicts
was given by the US Marines
presence in Lebanon, he claimed.
"The showing of the American flag
does nothing anymore," said
Sanders.
The positive aspects that Sanders
examined were the opportunities for

tfjßEMfc
f

1
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popular movements to challenge the
elite domination of policy. He stressed that even as things look extreme-

ly bleak the American people are
beginning to see what is happening
and will act. "It is a shift in the mood
that gives us something to work
with," espoused Sanders. Issues will
begin to be raised in the 1984 election. The question that remains is
whether we can wake up enough people fast enough and get the people's
support to be effective in Congress,
he concluded.
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Council Urges Recruitment of Minorities
by Alice

Bredin

Recommendations by the Affirmative Action Council in their
1982-83 Annual Report emphasize
the need for more aggressive recruitment of minority faculty, employees
and students, and encourage a continuation of the study of changing
male and female roles in Boston Col-

Career Counseling
Career Testing
Reentering Job Market
Personal Counseling
Coping with Illness
Managing Stress

Neuhauser said that the emphasis
during his two years as chairperson
was on recruitment of students and
hiring of faculty. The council is made
up of faculty, administrators and
students, and meets once a month
from October to May to discuss and
outline the most imminent issues facing the BC community. It is also their
job to present recommendations to
the appropriate University department so that such problems may be
remedied.
Neuhauser said that before decisions can be made, the council must
determine which problems are national phenomenon and which are
restricted to BC. "The council researches percentages of minorities and

lege's academic community.
According to Dean of the School
of Management John J. Neuhauser,
the chairperson of the Affirmative
Action Council for the past two
years, the role of the council is to
"bring attention to the problems
revolving around minorities and
women, both employees and students
at BC."

Relationship Counseling

Pre-Marriage Counseling
Parenting Skills
College Planning
Educational Testing
Psychological Testing

Three main committees give form
to the recommendations outlined in
the annual report to BC President J.

Donald Monan, SJ. They are the
Committee on Minority Recruitment/Retention, the Interracial
Climate Issues Committee, and the
Committee on Women's Roles and
Image.
The recommendations included:
the establishment of a minority Vita-

???j
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...Services are provided at reasonable fees by
licensed and certified professionals.
...Many services are covered by private insurance.
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Affirmative Action, page 9

Bank to collect the resumes of
minority faculty and administrative
candidates; an increase in the amount
of information available to minority candidates about the opportunities

**

CROSSROADS GUIDANCE
SERVICES

at BC; a partial lift of the hiring
freeze on faculty and staff to recruit
minorities; and programs to increase
discussion of the issue of race and the
interracial climate at BC. A recommendation was also included renaming the Committee on Women's
Roles and Image to the Coeducational Committee.
According to Director of the Afffirmative Action Office, Dr. Alice

women at other institutions and compares BC to them," he said.

AND LEARN MORE ABOUT US.
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Alice Jeghelian
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Assignment: The Lupus Project
Purpose: To study Alaskan wolves and determine
if they were destroying the vanishing caribou deer.
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The man they chose expected to confront danger,
adventure, solitude and, he hoped, the truth.
But he never expected to embark upon a voyage
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of self-discovery One that would ultimately
transform his life.
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Neenan to Chair Affirmative Action Council

Mcontinued from page 8

Jeghelian, the refocusing of the council on the issue of coeducation centers
around the question, "Does effective
education require awareness of the
different treatment of men and
women in our society, or is coeducation simply putting men and women
togehter in the same classroom?"
The committee will study the University's needs and existing ability to
deal with these changing roles.
The 1982-83 year marks the end of
Neuhauser's term as chairperson.
Dean of Arts and Sciences William
Neenan, SJ, has been appointed by
Monan to serve the next two year
term as chairperson on the council.
Neenan emphasized the importance of the council
because it
focuses on issues facing each of us
every day."l think it's important to
have a body whose implicit function
is to focus on the issues of the hiring
and retention of minorities and
female faculty, employees and

was established at BC in the fall of
1973. In its initial stages, the role of
the council was established by the
University as stated in the report "to
help give direction and continuity to
affirmative action programs in
employment and in education, and to
review with the director of Affirmative Action the progress of
minorities and women on the

campus."
Now, ten years later, Jeghelian
says the council has matured, defined its role and generally become a
more effective body. "When we
began in 1973, we didn't fully unders
tand our role and what power we actually had," she said. "We were

?
?

In a comparison to other academic

institutions, BC was found to have
a disproportionately low amount of
minority faculty, employees, and
students. BC's percentage of women
in these groups is higher than most
schools.

Jeghelian said that in terms of
BC does not have more
of a problem than other schools, but
its image may increase the challenge
of maintaining this. "BC may have
an image of being mostly white,
Irish-Catholic and because of this
perspective, candidates may say
therefore, BC is not the place for
me. The council's job is not to let the
'therefore' happen."
percentages,
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Oppurtunities available now for spring semester in:
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either," he stated.

A Poetry Reading

CAN'T GET THE CLASSES YOU WANT?
Then get the internship you want now
to get the experience youll need later!
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ment was 'we know it's a problem,
we've known it for ten years, we
don't know what to do about it

Irish Studies and Stylus Magazine Present

students," he said.

As Chairperson, Neenan wants the
council to study and make decisions
on the climate at BC, "to insure that
it reflects the ideals of the University and the Jesuit community," he
stated.
The Affirmative Action Council

hung-up on the power issue. Now our
influence comes from the work we
do, getting the facts, doing our
homework, not necessarily the
'power' given to us by the University." Jeghelian said that in general,
recommendations made by the council are accepted willingly by the
respective departments of the University, but there is a delay between the
time of recommendation and implementation by the department.
Neuhauser said that during his
term as chairperson, recommendations were accepted but the problems
could not always be solved.
"Sometimes when recommendations
were made, the attitude of the depart-
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Women's Black Suffrage Movement Recalled
by Rob

That year, no more than 55 blacks
graduated from accredited colleges
throughout the United States. She
taught for several years in south
Georgia and then relocated to the
recently established Tuskagee Institute. Within a few years, she briefly became Tuskagee's lady principal,
second in command to Booker T.
Washington. At the age of 25, Logan by
moved into semi-retirement.
By 1901 she was the only woman,
Adele Logan Alexander
black or white, in the state of
Alabama who was a life member of
pleted an impassioned article for The
the National American Woman SufColoredAmerican Magazine. In that
frage Association (NAWSA), conarticle Logan declared, "A governtinued Alexander. In 1895 she
ment for the people and by the peobecame a charter member and officer
ple is no good as long as women
of the Tuskagee Women's Club.
aren't allowed to vote."
There she led spirited monthly discusLogan encountered prejudice not
sions at club meetings on behalf of
only from men but also from her
women's suffrage. In 1905 she comwhite female counterparts in the

Mungovan

"The right to suffrage for women
is denied by ignorant and vicious
men," declared Adella Hunt Logan
during the height of the women'ssuffrage movement in the early I9oo's.
Her granddaughter, Adele Logan
Alexander, in an address focusing on
the black woman's suffrage movement, placed special emphasis on the
actions of her grandmotherand other
distinguished women.
"I talk about my grandmother,"
said Alexander, "but what I really
want to do is stimulate your thinking and make you ask questions...her
writings give you a sense of her time
and place in the world."
Alexander is in the process of
writing a biography of her grandmother and most of her presentation
in Hovey House last Wednesday was
from the personal memoirs of Adella
Logan, which she has collected to
write the book.
Logan spent most of her adult
years pushing for universal suffrage
in this country, not only for women
but especially for black women.
Logan was of black ancestry, noted
Alexander.
Speaking of her grandmother,
Alexander said, "In history we are
taught, white women are glimpsed in
passing, black men are a footnote,
but women of color are practically

McGivern
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invisible."

Seven years after the Emancipation
Proclamation, passage of the 15th
Amendment in 1870 ensured the right
of male citizens to vote, regardless of
race, color, or previous condition of
servitude. "Black women didn't even
get the crumbs from the table," said
Logan during the 1890's.
Logan was of black, white, and
Native American ancestry. She and
all her immediate family, whose
ancestors were predominantly white,
looked unquestionably white. Yet
legally they were not white and lived
their entire lives within the black
community, explained Alexander.
Her family, though, had a rich
history of education and political activism in the South which opened the
door for Logan to pursue her cause.
She attended Atlanta University
from which she graduated in 1881.
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women's movement. In 1903 Belle
Kearney of Mississippi, one of a
small band of southern suffragists
summed up her faction's views: "The
South will be compelled to look at its
Anglo-Saxon women as the medium
through which to retain the
supremacy of the white race over the
African," quoted Alexander.
Susan B. Anthony herself said,
"To bring right out of the South a
woman who would almost be an exslave" would create great problems
for the association (NAWSA).
Logan's later years were plagued
with disappointment and problems.

She had nine children, suffered from
bad health, a nervous breakdown,
and fits of irrational behavior, and
suspected her husband of having an
affair with another woman. She
became discouraged at the seeming
futility of her cause. On December
10, 1915, Logan leaped to her death
from a classroom window at
Tuskagee Institute.
In these days of increased black
political activism the story of Adella
Hunt Logan seems especially intriguing and inspiring, and that point was
subtly highlighted by Alexander at
Hovey House Wednesday.
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BC Invades West Point
Easy
Overmatched Army
by Vin Sylvia

Campnela
Pbyaul

Phot
Army was flying high before the game but became permanently grounded
by mid-second quarter.

WEST POINT, NY?Despite the
fact that they played only one quarter
of solid football, they won. And
despite the acknowledged emotional
letdown of playing a 2-6 Army squad
after knocking off PENN STATE,
they won. They won despite
breakdown in the communications
system that is vital to operating their
complicated multiple offense. But the
important facts are that Boston College didmn, 34-14, Saturday at West
Point and that the Eagles are now
7-1.
"It seems everyone was talking
about foolish things like bowls and
national rankings and no one was
talking about beating Army," said
Coach Jack Bicknell. That may be
true. This is a highly talented, very
confident team with a great deal of
momentum. They knew that they
would beat Army. And as for the

Inside BC Football

Quest for Greatness Quickens
by John Gill

WEST POINT, NY?So Army
isn't this week's "Beast of the East."
They're not even close. So even Harvard beat them. That's not such a big
deal, either. So they're basically a
pathetic football outfit, which BC
bashed so badly Saturday, that more
people were wondering about the Holy Cross score than the game being
played in Michie Stadium.
None of these things count.
What really matters about BC's
34-14 blowout of the Armed forces
are the underlying issues.
The Eagles laid out the evidence
early Saturday afternoon in the
idyllic mountainside backdrop setting
of perhaps the most beautiful place
on earth to watch college football. It
was cruel and it was serious business,
but this is precisely the point. Jack
Bicknell's troops had a singular job
to do, and they went out and accomplished the task. No thrills, no
frills.
The plot was simple. Take a bus
down Friday afternoon, relax for a
little while, kick butt for three hours,
and go home. Check the script.
Everyone involved memorized their
lines to perfection.
The important thing about this is
not that BC whipped a weak team.
It's how they destroyed Army. They
never let the Cadets into the ball
game. And that's what the great college football teams do?week in and
week out.
BC operates (at least on the field)
as Nebraska and Texas operate.
When they're supposed to demolish,
they demolish. The beauty is not that
they pulled off the miraculous when
the situation didn't call for it. It's
that they did everything that was expected of them.
And except for the West Virginia
tragedy and the troublesome win over
Temple, this is what BC has done
every week.
The show might not be Doug
Flutie and his cast of magicians
somehow pull it out again, but that's
not the kind of show that made the
truly elite teams as prominent as they
are. It's the ability to control a game
from the start and to sustain that
control throughout that makes a
good team great.
This precisely is the new BC style.
The Eagles win with defense first,
and an offense with the ability to
wear down the opposition. These are
the marks of consistency, and lately
they have been the marks of Boston
College.
That consistency doesn't mean
boring Big Ten football either. You
win with your guns, and for BC that

means the passing game. The difference is that the passing game is
refined now. Flutie to Brennan,
Phelan, or Geiselman is nearly an
unstoppable game plan. Or at least
it is to anyone who has tried defensing it.
Bicknell still insists that they're out
there for fun first, and he certainly
is not the type of win-at-all-costs
coach that will run up a score on a
decidedly inferior opponent. His
team is running with the efficiency of
a quartz watch right now. Settle the
score first, then let the games begin.
Of course being a quartz watch must
still be fun when it blows away the
Mickey Mouse version worn by
teams like Army.
The Eagles showed potential
greatness in beating Perm State, a
quality team, last week. The Army
win affirms this quest. BC is playing
like a top ten team right now. They're
playing like they belong in the big
time. And if any justice finds its way
into the hearts and minds of the

Prey, 34-14

loonsnness oi taiKing aoout oowis,

the attendance of five bowl representatives (from the Citrus, Gator,
Peach, Fiesta, and Sun Bowls)
among the 40,749 that jammed into
Michie Stadium almost gave an air
of intelligence to those fools who
engaged in such conversations.
The reason that more people seemed to be talking about national rankings instead of just beating Army is
fairly simple. To the AP and UPI
pollsters, defeating an inferior opponent is not enough; the margin of victory is crucial. The writers and
coaches who will be voting on how
high BC will be ranked are probably
not aware that Bicknell does not have
a Nebraskan appetite for slaughters.
They are unaware of the conglomeration of first, second and third-string
defenders that allowed the Cadets to
put 14 points on the board in the second half. And they will probably
not consider that Doug Flutie called
it a day after the Eagles scored their
final touchdown, early in the third
quarter.

pollsters, BC will be in that elite
group this week.
Top twenty is one thing, but the
difference between being ranked, say
#8 and #16 is like that between White
Mountain
Creamery
and
Brigham's?all the difference in the
world.
Somehow Jack Bicknell and his
coaching staff have unlocked the
doors to this greatness. Last year they
molded a good team around an exceptional quarterback and had a successful season, that culminated in a
trip to the Tangerine Bowl.
The way things stand now, last
year was small-time. Bicknell asserts
bowl games are the last thing on his
mind, but BC is in prime shape right
now, at the very least, to grab a bid
to one of the top six post-season
bashes.
New Orleans on New Year's?
Hardly out of the question. While
other teams in contention seem to be

Power, page 13

But the bowl scouts did. They were
there to witness the one quarter?the
second quarter to be exact?in which
BC showed what an awesome football team it can be.
The Eagles had scored with barely over a minute played in the first
quarter after Chuck Gorecki
recovered a fumble on the kickoff at
the Army 23. Six plays later, tight
end Scott Gieselman tipped a pass
thrown above his head, grabbed it
and rumbled in from the one yard
line. Kevin Snow then missed the extra point, setting the stage for what
would be a sloppy remainder of the
first quarter.
The second quarter began with BC
forcing Army to punt and a
touchdown drive that was vintage
Flutie. The Eagles weaved their way
up field from their own 26, with Troy
Stradford (17 carries, 82 yards) and
Steve Strachan (8-47) jaunting
around both ends and Flutie (15 for
29, 258 yards, 4 TD's) dodging and
darting a heavy Army pass rush. The
touchdown came in familiar fashion:
Flutie to Brian Brennan (6 receptions,
126 yards, 2 TDs).
Brennan's catch was his 47th of the
season, breaking his receiving coach,
Barry Gallup's, record for the most
receptions in a season, as well as giving BC a 12-0 advantage.
Not a pair to rest on its laurels,
Flutie again hit Brennan seconds later
as #13 ran a quick curl and made a
sliding catch across the right side of
the end zone for a two-point
conversion.
The Eagles did not have to go nearly as far to hit paydirt on their next
possession. With the ball on their
own 32, Army attempted to catch BC
off guard but burned themselves.

Quarterback Rob Healy was

not having a particularly good day passing
(2 for 12 in the first half, 11 for 28
for the day), so he decided to give
tailback Elton Akins a chance to test
his arm. Mike Ruth never gave him
a chance, barrelling in from his
noseguard spot and crashing into
Akins at the 26. As Akins stumbled
backwards, the ball dropped to the
turf and Ruth alertly pounced on it.
From there it was easy. Flutie hit
Brennan in the right flat for a nine
yard pickup, Stradford burst through
a hole opened by center Jack Bicknell
for nine more, and Strachan swept
right to set up a first and goal situation at the one-yard line. Bob Biestek
finished the waltz by bulling his way
in on the next play?if only he'd been
healthy against West Virginia?and
the Eagles were perched atop a 20-0
advantage. That lead would have to
wait to increase, though, as Snow
missed his second extra point.
Pressure by left tackle Scott Harrington and coverage by cornerback
Todd Russell continued to shut down
Army and forced the Cadets to punt.
Joe Sartiano's boot set the Eagles
back at their own eight, but only
temporarily.
Stradford had started the day off
slowly but by this point was chewing
up yardage at about an average of
seven yards per carry. He was immediately called upon to get the
Eagles out of their hole and responded by carrying the ball out to the BC
15.
Two consecutive passes to
Gieselman were nullified by penalties
and BC was pushed back to the ten
again.
Seemingly mired deep in his own
territory, Flutie looked to his sure fire
remedy?Brennan. He found him
streaking down the left sideline and
hit him perfectly at the Army 35.
Brennan saw daylight to his right and
cut back over the middle before being tracked down by safety Herb
Aten. Stradford continued to use his
entire line, running off left tackle,
around both right and left ends on
three straight carries to bring BC
down to the six. On third and three,
Flutie faked a roll right, doubled
back and hit Gieselman in the endzone on a naked bootleg. Snow even
made the extra point and as talk increased about the Fiesta Bowl,
Michie Stadium had become the
Siesta Bowl.
There would be one more BC
touchdown?another Flutie to Brennan connection for good measure,
but for all intents and purposes the
game had ended by the time the
teams headed for the locker rooms at
halftime. Army also chalked up a
couple of touchdowns but by that
point, attentions had turned to the
bowl reps and it was time for more
foolish talk.

Women Strip Princeton, 2-0
by Kelly Short
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Scott Gieselman hauls in a Flutie pass at the one yardline before barreling
into the end zone for the game's first score.

The Eagles regained their winning
ways Saturday, shutting out
Princeton 2-0 in the in first round of
the women's Soccer NCAA
Tournament.
Kathy Murphy and Martha
McNamara started BC off at 16:07
with what coach Mike LaVigne called "a professional goal." McNamara
jumped over a sliding tackle, took the
ball to the right corner and crossed
it. Murphy beat the Tiger fullbacks
to the airborne ball and headed it
passed the Princeton goalkeeper.
"We dominated the game," said
co-captain Laura Toole. "There had
been a break between the offense and
the defense in the last two games. The
midfield took control when our offense lost it or the defense stopped

them before they reached the goal."
Tracy Brooks scored early in the
second half but the goal was
disallowedafter the referee changed
his call of "play on," to a handball
infraction on Brooks. LaVigne said,
"I think he recalled it because it was
an amazing goal, he never expected
her to score off it."
Ann Porell iced the game for the
Eagles at 32:10 in the second half.
Porell moved a pass from Lynne Collins down the right side and glanced
a shot off the Tigers' defense into the
net.

The women face 13-1 UConn on
Saturday. The team effort at
Princeton is what it will take to beat
UConn according to assitant coach
Peter Counsell. "If we can score first
we will win the game," declared
LaVigne.
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Sports Briefs

Seniors Lead Way in Home Finale
by Rob Mungovan

Crew Landlubbers No More
The Boston College crew club took a giant step towards reality Saturday
morning as they used Boston University's barge and finally worked on the
rudiments of rowing. The group of dedicated individuals have been doing
dry land training for the past few weeks and were apparently pleased to be
on the water. The sport of crew can be a beautiful sport to watch with the
sleek racing shells and precise oarmen moving the craft. A barge with sixteen inexperienced oarspersons is not. By the end of the session they had
already showed some improvement. Harvard may not be looking over their
shoulders yet, but in time...As the saying goes, Rome wasn't built in a day.

Flat Faces Usurp IM Crown
In a semidramatic comeback the Flat Faces defeated the Gamecocks 9-6
to claim the intramural football championship Sunday. The Gamecocks, who
finished bridesmaids for the second straight season, led 6-0 at halftime. The

Flatfaces roared back in the second half, surging into the lead when Mark
Duffy hit Timmy Doyle for the game winning touchdown.
The softball championship will be decided at Shea Field tonight at 5:00.
Undefeated Buddha's Buddies will try to uphold a perfect season against
Marvin and the Swagglers, who has won three games in a row since being
beaten by the Beaks. In the semi-finals Buddha's Buddies won a 9-8, ten
inning thriller over the Jungle, while Marvin & co. outdueled the Beach Bums
2-1...H00p registration is closed; 84 men's teams and a record 34 women's
teams enrolled for the 83-84 season.

Sports Desk

Twinevine

Next Monday the men's basketball team will be unveiled for the first time
when they play the Swedish National basketball team. All proceed will go
to the Martin Luther King scholarship fund...Troy Bowers stunned his teammates by shattering a backboard in practice with a thundering dunk last week.
Bowers was first awed by his deed, then combed the gym unsuccessfully for
a photographer...an interesting battle for off guard has developed between
sophomore Dominic Pressley and junior Stu Primus. For now it's too close
to call.

Icemen Rip Merrimack, 10-1
The men's hockey christened their high expectations with a 10-1 pasting
of Merrimack College Thursday night at McHugh Forum. The fine play of
sophomore goalie Scott Gordon and a high-powered offense led to the easy
victory. The Eagles open the regular season next Tuesday against Lowell.
Lowell is a good team, and a member of the newly-formed Super League
in the ECAC. They pounded the Eagles in preseason last year 10-0.

Homecoming for Brophy
h was a homecoming of sorts for women's soccer goalieKathy Brophy,
who returned to her home town of Princeton, New Jersey to play Princeton
in the first round of the NCAA tournament. Brophy responded in appropriate
fashion, racking up a 2-0 shutout.

For the class of '84 it was the end
of an era. Never again would they
kick that ball with the little black pentagons on it in Alumni Stadium.
Never agian would they participate
in one of New England's oldest and
fiercest athletic rivalries. After four
years, the fans, the stadium, the
coaches, the locker room and all the
little details of sport that athletes take
for granted will be filed away as
memories. But that's the way things
go and cherished memories are what
makes life interesting.
The Boston College men's soccer
team defeated Holy Cross 4-0 Friday
in the last home game of the 1983
season. It all looked quite easy.
"All the seniors played especially
well," praised coach Ben Brewster.
"They had to because they knew
what had to be done. They especially wanted to go to the Big East."
Given the state of the season the
Eagles had to win on Friday to be
eligible for the Big East tournament.
They had to beat Holy Cross and no
one in the East gives the Crusaders
enough credit. Ironically they're
always tough. Last year BC narrowly beat them 2-1.
The game's first goal came when
Jorge Montoya and Peter Dorfman
set up Jay Hutchins (three seniors) in
front of the goal. From 20 yards out
he rocketed a shot into the upper
right hand corner of the net. The
goalie didn't stand a chance. With 16
minutes gone the score was 1-0. Six
minutes later Kevin Hutchinson
(another senior) rattled the net again
on an unasisted penalty shot.
It all looked easy because the
Eagles scored the early first goal.
They had the psychological advantage and poor Holy Cross could
seldom muster a legitimate threat.
The second half was pure deja vu.
Two goals were scored; both by the
inspired efforts of seniors. With
11:14 left in the game Hutchins and
senior Tony Sullivan had a break
away with nothing but open field bet-

Wrestlers Brood Over Stolen Mat
by

blems. BC cannot have legitimate
home matches, meaning that they
may have to forfeit them.
Practices themselves will be
awkward because the team will not
be able to wrestle on a regulation
mat. Reason suggests that this will
throw the team's moves out of synch.
This could hurt them in competition.
Also even if they do adjust their
moves to the mat, they will have adjusted themselves in error to regulation competition.
Guinta is upset by the theft. "It is
embarrassing that a Division I wrestling team is without a single regulation mat. There is no doubt that this
will hinder practice and performances." He added that it reflects
badly on the school because it makes
the program look shabby. The
wrestlers agree that they are the ones
who will lose out the most because
of the stolen mat. They also feel that
this whole incident hurts their

Mark Sullivan

A piece of the Boston College
wrestling team's main mat was stolen
in late August or early September, according to coach Joe Guinta.
The mat contains twenty four sections. One of the end sections was cut
off cleanly and in a perfectly straight
line by a razor blade or a sharp knife.
The mat had been left near the back
garage door of the BC sports complex. The door was obviously open
at the time the section of the mat was
cut away.
Wrestling mats are thirty two feet
long and thirty two feet wide. The
wrestling circle is twenty eight feet in
diameter. Since wrestling mats need,
according to NCAA standards, at
least five feet of mat on each side,
outside the wrestling circle, the BC
mat is no longer regulation size.
The theft of the end section of the
BC wrestling mat poses several pro-

Harriers Nail

reputation.

The wrestling mat will cost six
thousand dollars to replace. It was
made in France, and is the same type
of mat that is used in Olympic and
World Cup competition. It will take
about three months to order a new
one, which further complicates
matters.

Right now the team is planning to
have the mat repaired. Guinta remains uncertain that the ploy will
work. The repairs should take about
a month if they can be done and will
cost between five hundred and one
thousand dollars.
An angry Guinta said that if the
perpetrators were caught, BC can
prosecute them to the full extent of
the law. Sports Information Director
Reid Oslin just wants the mat back
and is willing to abide by a "no questions asked" policy. Any information
can be given to Guinta at BC extension 552-3038.

4th in

New England's
Renehan Captures 7th, Rocha 13th
by

Tom "Sals" Childs

On a day more suited for water
fowl than for Eagles, the men's cross
country team put together one of
their better team efforts as they ran
to a fourth place out of 35 teams,
finish at the New England's in
Franklin Park. Only Providence College, Northeastern, and UConn
finished ahead of the Eagle harriers.
It was a sloppy day at Franklin
Park, with a cold steady rain falling.
The runners were soaked by days end
running through that mud bowl.
Starts of big meets such as this usually resemble thundering herds of buffalos, but today the swim team may
have been better suited to handle the
conditions.
Coach Jack McDonald was pleased with his team's effort. "Everyone
has run better times," he said, but

"This was the best they have run as
a team." The weather was a major
factor in slowing down all the runners. The first Eagle across the line
was Todd Renehan who came in 7th
with a time of 24:07. Joey Rocha
came in 13th at 24:26 while Mike
Walsh, Paul Plessy and Chris Blanchett rounded out the Eagle scoring
coming in the top 40.
It was important that the team did
well on Saturday as they have the
NCAA qualifiers next week. 50 of the
best teams in the East will be there,
with the top teams and individuals
moving on to the NCAA's. All the
big name track schools will be there,
Georgetown, Villanova, and the
schools the harriers raced Saturday.
It will take a solid team effort to
qualify and Coach McDonald is confident the team has a good shot. "We
will go in with our heads high ready

to go." remarked coach McDonald.

After a mudbowl this weekend the
team is hoping for better weather
next weekend. With a solid performance next weekend they could be
onm their way to the NCAA's.

4th Place, no disgrace.

ween them and the Crusader goalie.
Hutchins sucked the goalie out to the
left and then passed the ball in front
of his victim over to Sullivan. Tony
promptly disposed of the ball in its
proper container?the net.
One minute and nine seconds later
Dorfman scored his fifth goal of the
season on an unassisted break-away.
With that goal Dorfman tied the BC
all time scoring record. With several
games left he's a sure bet to break
that record.
And so the score was 4-0. It had
to be a high point in a rather disappointing season. The Eagles's record
is 9-9-1. "That's because we're
relatively inexperiencedin the goalie
and backfield positions," explained
Brewster.
The Big East selection was Sunday
night. The Eagles are probably going
to be third or fourth and will probably play UConn, the number two
team. "We're hoping to have a good
game against BU on Tuesday, go to

Storrs and knock off a few teams
that've been giving us trouble, and
then hopefully have a chance at the
NCAA's," said Brewster after the
game.
The seniors did it. Tony Gomes,
Jon Farrow, Kevin Hutchinson,
Jorge Montoya, Tony Sullivan, Peter
Dorfman, Keith Brown, and Jay
Hutchins will be missed. They've carried the team for a while now, and
haven't given up yet. If their attitude
is contagious maybe maybe Ben
Brewster's optimism about the next
few weeks could become reality.
\u25a1
Tuesday the Eagles lost a heart
breaker to Brandeis, 1-0. A poor call
by the officials with twenty minutes
left in the game didn't help matters.
Jay Hutchins got taken down, but the
officials let it stand. Brandeis even set
up for an anticipatedpenalty kick by
BC. Jay Hutchins walked off the
field with crutches and Brandeis
walked home with a victory.
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Michael Wood looked more like Mikhail Baryshnikov on this leaping save
against Holy Cross.

NCAA's Loom for Women
by Jim Van Anglen
A peak can be the top of a mountain. A peak can be the mountain
itself. A peak can refer to the brim
of a cap. A peak can refer to the bow
of a ship.
A peak in sports is the optimum
performance by an athlete.
The members of the Boston College cross country, coming off of an
important win in the New England's
last Saturday, are now preparing for
the stiff competition at the NCAA
qualifying meet in Burlington Vermont on November 12.
Of the fifty teams competing, the
Eagle women harriers will have be
most concerned about Harvard and
Boston University. In fact BC and
the Terriers are tied at one a piece this
season, BU taking the Greater
Bostons, and the Eagles coming back
to capture the New Englands.
Although BC had some problems
in the qualifier last season, placing
fifth, sophomore Michele Hallett
noted, "I think it will be different this
year. We've geared our season later
this year."
Teammate Sharon Willis concurred, "We're going to peak later this
season. We seem to be getting
stronger and stronger."
Head coach Jack McDonald
disagreed slightly citing the fact that,
"The key to the team is the talent of
the kids. The coaching is like icing on
the top of the cake." He did,
however, confirm the fact that,
although they "didn't have a great
day their last year," and the meet
"was kind of anticlimactic," that the
women harriers have a good attitude
and believe that they have a
legitimate chance of winning the
meet. And, in the process, earning
the right to go to the NCAA tournament at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania.
Assistant coach Dick Mahoney,
who has been working with the

women's squad all year, agreed that
"the whole season was aimed
towards this meet," also brought up
another important ingredient to the
success of the Eagles. BC is very
deep. Along with Hallett and Willis,
Mahoney can rely on senior captain
Nancy Small, and freshmen Virginia
Conners and Leslie Wrixon.
Although the team will be among
the top three competing in the Green
Mountain State in the individual
honors, the trio of Hallett, Willis,
and Small should definitely be in or
near the lead pack. According to
Mahoney, "Sharon [Willis] is running great...Nancy [Small] is coming
on strong...and although Michele
[Hallett] hasn't run up to par, we
hope we'll turn that around next
week.''
Hallett has had a slightly less spectacular season than last year, when
she won the Big East Championship
as a freshman. Speaking about the
upcoming meet, she explained, "I
don't know what's wrong. I'm trying not to get discouraged, but its
very easy to get discouraged.
Hopefully I'll do well."
The course itself at the University
of Vermont is deceptive at first
glance, according to Small. It has a
lot of downhills and only one series
of hills which are about % of a mile
from the finish. Small explained that
with all of the flat and sloping terrain, the course is "kind of tough
because you have to get out quick."
Willis, on the other hand, can't wait
for the meet. "There are a lot of
downhills. That's my type of
course."
If the Eagles are successful, this
will be because they have reached a
peak. Note, it will not be the peak,
the pinnacle of their running careers,
but just a peak from which they can
move either downward or upward.
This movement could manifest
itself at Lehigh later this month.
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BC's Bowl Outlook Bullish
by

John Gill and Michael Rolfes

With the major upset once again
becoming the exception rather than
the rule, it has become harder, not
easier, for armchair quarterbacks to
plot the fates of the 32 college football teams who will join the lucrative
bowl derby.
For Boston College, its most important game for the rest of the
season may very well be the AuburnGeorgia clash next week in Athens.
Perhaps an explanationis in order.
Because Alabama survived LSU
Saturday, they still have a chance to
win the Southeastern Conference and
a bid to the Sugar Bowl. That is, if
3rd ranked Auburn can beat 4th
ranked Georgia and 'Bama can topple Auburn December 3.
Any possibility of the Crimson
Tide winning the SEC systematically eliminates 7-1 BC from consideration for the Sugar Bowl because bowl
officials abhor rematches in the same
season. Eagle fans desiring to be on
Bourbon Street New Year's Eve will
be rooting hard for Georgia
Saturday.
If the Bulldogs do in fact trip up
Auburn, they will clinch the SEC; BC
becomes a more attractive team, even
more than the three 7-2 Big Ten
clones of Michigan, lowa, and Ohio
State. A better record, increased
recognition, and the excitement that
Doug Flutie and cast has generated
are good reasons for BC to be picked. Sugar Bowl tradition has dictated
that an Eastern independent (or

Notre Dame) is pitted against the
SEC champ. It is dubious that the
committeewould break the rites for
a Big Ten also-ran.
BC is ranked behind the Big Ten
trio in the AP poll, but every other
respected poll has the Eagles ahead.
Since Maryland and North
Carolina lost this week, SMU is the
only other team that could make a
credible claim. They seem to be
ticketed for Jacksonville's Gator
Bowl against perhaps Maryland or
Florida.
The Fiesta Bowl is a good possibility, especially if Auburn beats
Georgia. Oklahoma's loss to
Missouri takes them out of consideration, but Notre Dame will probably wind up there if they can knock
off Perm State this week. If Auburn
beats the Dawgs and BC doesn't go
Sugar, a BC-Auburn matchup in the
Fiesta may be a good opportunity for
the Eagles to avenge last year's
Tangerine loss.
Notre Dame's loss to Pitt throws
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Cotton Bowl
Rose Bowl
Orange Bowl
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Bowl

the Cotton Bowl up in the air. Texas
is a shoo-in as SWC champs, but
their opponent is uncertain. Georgia
is a likely possibility if it loses to
Auburn; the War Eagles are not,
because they have already played
Texas. Perhaps BC or one of the
three Big Ten teams will fill that spot
if Auburn knocks off Georgia.
Other bowl possibilities include the
Gator Bowl, which had a representative carefully eyeing (and trying to
court) BC at West Point. The Gator,
considered the sixth best bowl in
terms of payout and prestige, would
love to host BC unconditionally. The
other major bowls consider BC attractive, but only under the right
conditions.
If BC doesn't receive a bid to one

of the above, it could take its pick
among several other bowls?Peach,
Sun, Liberty, Hall of Fame, Aloha,

Florida Citrus. You get the idea.
As for now, watch AuburnGeorgia closely. Very closely.
Fresno, CalK.
Orlando, Florida
Shreveport, La.
San Diego, Calif.
El Paso, Tex.
Honolulu, Hawaii
Memphis, Tenn.
Birmingham, Ala.
Atlanta, Ga.
Jacksonville, Fla.
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Tempe, Ariz.
Dallas Tex.
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Miami, Fla.
New Orleans, La.
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B.C. Gallup's Love Affair
with Boston College

Power the Operative Word
Ucontinued from page 11

by Vin Sylvia

led the team in receptions his junior
and senior years, setting the former
Sure, it's a coincidence. His school record of 46 during his senior
parents could not have known that
season (Brian Brennan broke the
37 years after they named him, Barry record Saturday at Army). He is still
Gallup would have spent nearly half ranked third on BC's all-time receivhis life at Boston College. But as it ing list.
turned out, they could not have given
During his freshman and
him a better name, a better set of insophomore years, he was even a
itials: Barry Charles Gallup? B.C. member of the basketball team and
Gallup.
played in the NCAA's in 1967. "I
And never did B.C. Gallup feel so was the thirteenth man on a thirteen
proud as last week when he was ofman squad," Gallup said modestly.
ficially enshrined in the BC Hall of "But just being part of a great team
Fame during halftime of the BC- like that, a great thing like that, is one
Perm State game.
of my highlights at BC."
Gallup is the football team's
An athlete's true test of loyalty to
recruiting coordinator, one of the his or her school comes after the colbest in the nation, though his style is legiate career is over. It is easy to say
different from that of many of his "I love my school," when you're inhigh-pressure peers. Former wide vesting a tremendous amount of
receiver Jon Schoen, who was energy into performing under that
recruited by Gallup, remembered, school's banner. But once the cleats
"He wasn't constantly calling me on or sneakers are put into storage, the
the phone and he didn't put down commitment is often ended.
other colleges like a lot of recruiters
Barry Gallup, on the other hand,
do. He just told me what BC had to has reinvested everything he got out
offer and why the program would be of Boston College. He tried out with
the Patriots in 1969 but was one of
good for me. He came across as bethe last players cut. He took solace
ing sincere."
The sincerity that helped convince in returning to BC as a coach.
Schoen to enroll at Boston College
"Naturally, I was disappointed,"
despite the team's 0-11 record the he said. "I handled it better than I
previous season was not merely a thought I would, though. I stayed acform of strategy. For besides having tive coaching, teaching high school
bee"n one of the Eagles' all-time and playing farm [minor league] ball.
greatest receivers, and along with the
Coaching was a big help. I felt good
fact that he has coached at BC longer about what I was doing."
than any of his colleagues, Barry
Since that time, Gallup has become
Gallup loves Boston College.
a full-time coach under Joe Yukica
"BC has been my life," he said. in 1973, remained through Yukica's
"I love my work. For me, it's not just departure after the '77 season, and
a school; it's a way of life. I really endured the stormy reign of Ed
feel strongly about that and I'm not Chlebek.
ashamed to tell anyone."
When Chlebek resigned, Gallup
The decision to enter BC, however, was one of the finalists for the head
was not an easy one. "I wanted to coach's job and, in fact, was
go to Notre Dame," he recalled. "I rumored to be leaving BC when Jack
was like the young kids I'm recruiting Bicknell was hired instead. But, he
right now. I wanted the big time." claimed, he never seriously thought
And the big time wanted Gallup.
of leaving.
He was heavily recruited, Notre
"When Coach Bicknell got the
Dame heading his list of suitors. At
job, I considered it," he said. "But
the same time, his mother wanted I really like BC, I'm close to my famihim to go to Harvard and he conly, and close with Jack Bicknell. I
sidered an appointment to West
would not have stayed with anyone
Point.
else."
But coming out of Swampscott
Gallup has received other coaching
and Deerfield Academy, he wanted offers and admitted that if the right
job offer came along he would take
to stay close to home. "I'm very close
to my family," he said, adding that
it. However it is hard to imagine him
his father has missed only one anyplace else. He seemed to agree.
game?home or away?in 17 years.
"Someday I may leave but right now
"BC was playing major college footI have a good job, a great school and
ball and was good academically. I
a good boss. I don't plan on leaving
made the right decision."
for quite a while."
And BC does not plan on losing
Gallup entered Boston College in
1965 and has been here ever since. He
him.

Doug Flutie threw for 258 yards and four touchdowns in little over a half
of play.
Photo by Paul Campanella

Barry Gallup

losing games every week, BC just
keeps on winning, and moving up in
the national ranks.
Add to this the persona of Doug
Flutie, who is not only one of the
most exciting players in the NCAA,
but with his markedly improved consistency, has become one of its top
two quarterbacks, along with BYU's
Steve Young.
Those spreading out the dough for
the major bowl games would drool
iO have Flutie on their program
cover, and of course could only appreciate the megabucks BC fans will
spend there. What means more than
any of this is that Flutie is not BC's
only attraction anymore. Suddenly
BC itself is an attraction. They are
that good.
One worry about BC on the
bowlsters part is that the Eagles play

Alabama after bids come out. Not
any more. BC will almost surely be
favored against the Tide. After all,
they are a better team. The way
they've been playing lately is indicative of this. They are a team at
the top of its game.
What we have playing right here in
Chestnut Hill (or at least in the state
of Massachusetts) is a team in the
same category as any of the best in
the NCAA. The Eagles are nobody's
bridesmaid. Granted, BC is not
Nebraska. Nobody else is in that
class. But BC now fits comfortably
in the same breath as any college
team anyway.
So complain if you must that some
of the excitement is missing, that all
the drama is gone. Power is the
operative word here now. And power
is the way you catch the express bus
onto Bourbon Street.

Syracuse Preview

Dome Men Carry Clout at Home
by Mark

Arduino

After posting a convincing 34-14
win over underdog Army last week,
Jack Bicknell and the Eagles travel
to the Carrier Dome in upstate New
York to take on the usually
troublesomeOrangemen of Syracuse.
This year's Syracuse squad has run
into it's share of ups and downs as
its wins and losses have fluctuated in
roller-coaster fashion. After dropping their opener to Temple they reeled off three straight victories,
culminated by a 17-13 win over
Rutgers. It was after this win that the
concept of 'schedule strength' caught
up with the Orangemen. Successive
games against Nebraska, Maryland,
Perm State, and Pitt took their toll
on Syracuse's numerically impressive
record by deflating it to a mere three
wins against five defeats.
In light of this dismal four game
stretch it is important to note that the
Syracuse defense (not including the
Nebraska game) gave up an average
of 21 stingy points to three of Eastern
football's most credible offenses. It
is the Syracuse reputation for having
a strong defensive unit which worries
head coach Jack Bicknell.
"I would like to get some points
early because as the game progresses
they get tougher," he said.
"They rely on their defense to set
up the offense by getting the ball
back in good field position," added

Bicknell.
Defensively, the Orangemen are
anchored by the steady play of inside

linebacker Tony Romano who leads
the team in tackles with 109 (52 solo
tackles). The defensive line is led by
the prowess of tackle Tim Green who
has recorded his share of solo tackles
with 41. So far, teammates Jamie
Kimmel and Rudy Reed have combined to stop opposing running backs
144 times, while Kimmel also leads

RB Jaime Covington
the team in quarterback sacks with
six and a half to his credit.
In the air, Doug Flutie will not only have to compete with the muggy
Carrier Dome atmosphere but also
David Lee, Ed Koban, John Roos,
and Vie Bellamy of the Orangemen
secondary as well.
On offense, Syracuse will be
without the services of their
sophomore starting quarterback
Todd Norley who is out with crack-

Ed ribs. Norley is listed as available
but probably won't see action. Stepping in for Norley is another
sophomore, Gregg Christodulu
(21/43, 360 yards/2 TDs and 2
INTs), who has seen limited action
this season.
Christodulu's main backfield
threats include team rushing leader
Jaime Covington (369 yards/4.4
average) and Harold Gayden (369
yards/4.2 average and 3 TDs). Cocaptain Brent Ziegler (4 TDs) is the
power fullback who has better than
300 yards of his own.
Christodulu's primary receiver's
are returning letterman Marty Chalk
(12 catches/163 yards) and Scott
Schwedes (15 receptions/168 yards).
Syracuse head coach Dick MacPherson, who is in his third year at
the helm, will have his hands full in
attempting to devise a plan to stop
BC's multiple offense. Lately, Flutie
and Co. have been operating with
clockwork efficiency.
however,
the
Historically
Orangemen have been able to stymie
the Eagle offensive arsenal. Last year
Flutie had to secure the Tangerine
Bowl bid with a last minute
touchdown pass to Gerard Phelan.
Scoring points seems to be a liability
for Syracuse as well, since they
mustered a mere 13 points on a cold
and rainy Saturday one year ago at
Alumni Stadium.
Get set for a slow first half with
BC getting untracked in the second
and winning it going away.
Prediction: BC 27 Syracuse 10
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Firebreaks: the Citizens' Battle for Peace
by Julie

Ed restoration of "order" to East
German cities by infiltrating Soviet
troops. In reaction, the US has sent
naval troops to Nicaragua to set up
naval positions.
The threat: the Kremlin has warned the US and NATO "not to interfere further in Yugoslavian
affairs."
The place: Murray Conference
Room, for the next four weeks (until November 15 and 16).
The time: Tuesday and Wednes-

Fucarile

All relations between the US and
the Soviet Union have deteriorated.
There's a constant struggle for total
power...and...now more than
n
ever...a very real threat of an all out
l<n nuclear war...where there will be no
survivors...
The situation: the Soviet Union has
!!\'
a "full quarantine" on all
placed
ml!
Yugoslavian ports, fortified Greek
Firebreaks will continue to enthrall the BC community until November 18. and Albanian borders, and promis-
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Fbr those whose
toughest scholastic
achievement is paying
the tuition.
It takes more than just a lot of hard work to get through
school these days. It takes money. More than people have
on hand. So Shawmut offers several tuition loan programs
like the Higher Education Loan Plan (HELP), Parent Loans
for Undergraduate Students (PLUS), Equity loans and others to meet specific needs.
Get an education on how Shawmut can help you go to
school. Ask for comQf\(\ oon iaaq
plete information. Call
or send in the coupon below.
Please send me more information on Educational Loans.
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Return to: Shawmut B;mks, Marketing Division. lUtli Floor,
One Federal Street, Boston. MA 02211.

to prevent

it.

By getting involved in decisionmaking, one is able to fully understand and fear nuclear war and the
destruction of the world. The reality
of the results of a nuclear war can be
summed up by a statement made by
former Soviet Premier Nikita
Khruschev, "In a nuclear war, the
survivors will envy the dead.

'

M \k

Address

day, 4:30-6:00 pm.
The year: 1988...and your country's destiny is in your hands.
Whether you're from the Soviet
Union or the United States, your advisement to the leader of your nation
is of utmost importance to your survival and to the survival of the world.
The name of the game is
Firebreaks: A War/Peace Game. The
term "firebreaks" refers to the area
cleared from brush that creates a
trench around a fire (in the context
of the game, between the Soviet
Union and the US). Firebreaks was
devised by a group named Ground
Zero and gives each player training
for the real life roles that citizens
must play to help their government
prevent a nuclear war. Each event is
planned under the direct advisement
of actual Pentagon war game
officials.
Every week, thousands of people
in cities nationwide play Firebreaks.
Various people of all ages take turns
playing the roles of advisors such as
secretary of defense, national security
adviser, and UN representative, to
world leaders. The player's main objective is to decide how to handle the
mock international crises that are
presented. Options are voted on and
after a unanimous decision is made,
it is passed on to the presidency,
where the final decision is then made.
Since Firebreaks is distributed to
over 5,000 groups across the nation,
only one decision wins. This decision
is used to commence the next week's
game.
The amount of nuclear weapons
(once calculated at 50,000 pieces) in
the world today is increasing steadily. The possessors create constant
pressure on each other for fear of the
use of their nuclear weapons which
would create a domino effect around
the world.
A nuclear war can be set off by any
of the following: It can occur spontaneously with the thought that,
"there's nothing to lose;" escalation
of European tension; Third World
conflicts; and even terrorists, could
initiate it. In addition, nuclear war
could occur as a result of a false
alarm or ultimately as the result of
a 'freak' computer malfunction. All
this illustrates that once one country
sets off their weapons a chain reaction will occur.
With a deep concern of nuclear annihilation, Firebreaks motivates a
will for deterrance in its players.
Motivated for survival, the player of
Firebreaks becomes aware that a
nuclear war could mean the end of
the world and by being introduced to
the resources available to us, as
citizens, that it could be prevented.
Firebreaks shows the player how
decisions are made and creates
thought in the aspect of survival.
Firebreaks makes its players aware
that now is the time to take action.
It gives them the chance to explore,
first hand, the events that could lead
to nuclear war, and the tools needed
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UGBC Initiates Student-Alumni Council
by

Paul Barker

In an attempt to instill unity within
the four classes at Boston College
and to encourage their future participation as alumni, the UGBC has
initiated, in conjunction with the
University Development Office and
the Alumni Association, the Boston
College Student Alumni Council
(SAC).

The SAC will be an

independent

student organization with an advisory
board and four class caucuses for
each of the four classes at BC. The
SAC will sponsor educational, social,
and career oriented activities, engage
in fundraising for each class as well
as the University, and promote class
unity. It will work closely with the
Development Office and the Alumni Association, and will program

and Michael Daly of the UGBC
Development Committee have been
the primary forces behind the
organization of the SAC. "The
responsibilities of UGBC's Development Committee should be totally
covered by the SAC," said Flaherty.
He added that "other committees in
UGBC that deal with alumni will
eventually be phased out."
According to Flaherty, the SAC
student-alumni events.
John Flaherty, Stephen Hurley, Advisory Board will make the final
selection of class officers, make any
amendments to the council's constitution and by-laws, provide
guidance when needed to the
caucuses, and give clout to the coun:il as a whole.
Although all four classes will eventually participate in the SAC, this
year only the classes of 1985 and 1986
by will participate. "It was thought to
be better to implement (the SAC)
with two classes the first year and all
New Jesuit Parking Garage

four the second in order to reduce
confusion at the start," Flaherty
explained.
Due to the fact that the SAC is the
first organization of its kind at BC,
its organizers are a little uncertain as
to how it will function in reality.
However, according to Flaherty,
"there is much enthusiasm for (the
SAC) among the University hierarchy, we just have to get the students
aware now."
The funding of the council was a
minor problem in the beginning, but
the SAC now has $2020 for the implementation costs and activity programming this year. The money was
acquired from the University Develpment Office ($360), UGBC ($300),
the Alumni Association ($360), and
the Office of Vice President for
University Relations, James Mcln-

GUI

Parking
Garage

Janice
Phot

cohesiveness within each class, the activities planned by the class caucuses
are also aimed at raising money for
the class treasuries. These funds will
be accumulated over the four years
at BC, and will be used for various
alumni activities when the class
graduates. One activity that the SAC
will be responsible for is senior week.
Each class caucus will have a
chairperson, vice-chairperson,
treasurer, and secretary who will be
selected by the advisory board from
the applications received. Flaherty
mentioned that these positions will be
prestigious because those filling them
"will be dealing with influential people from the University alumni community and University officials."
There will be tables in McElroy
November 7-9 distributing applications for positions to the sophomore
and junior classes.

tyre ($1000).

In addition to building unity and

by Heather Kelley

When you're in a tight spot,
good friends will help you out.
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Help a friend get through
the day without a cigarette
They might just quit
forever And that's
important. Because good
friends are hard to find
And even tougher to lose
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AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
CANCER SOCJETY'

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
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"On
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adopt
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who
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Construction for a new parking
garage, situated at the rear of St.
Mary's, is scheduled to be completed
by this week, according to Project
Manager Kevin Hines.
The six week old project, claimed
Hines, is part of the University's contract with Richard White and Sons
Construction Co.,for the erection of
the new library.
In order to seal the library contract, he noted, the company agreed
to dismantle and then reposition the
former parking garage, then located
around the center of the new library's
site.
According to Hines, the company
originallyplanned to dismantle the 18
car garage, store the pieces behind St.
Mary's, and reconstruct it at a future
time. However, he stated, six months
ago several alterations concerning the
garage were made.
The location of the garage, it was
decided, would be moved about 50
feet closer to the building, and stated
Hines, "Instead of reusing the existing siding, new metal would be
provided for the outside skin of the
structure."
A road providing access to the
garage from Commonwealth Avenue
is also being built.
"People on the college campus
have been very understanding and by
and large we have had no major complaints," commented Hines.
He added, "Everything is running
smoothly and from all perspectives
there are no problems associated with
the project."
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Faculty profile

Vermeule

by

Franc Garcia and Patti Horn

Sharply Defends Rounded Education
sending our countrymen to fight and
die in Lebanon who have no concept
of the history there."
But activism is not the answer to
achieving education. The political
apathy of today's students is not considered a fault by Vermeule, who says
that college is a time to concentrate
on studies. He pointed out that in the
midst of the political activism in the
sixties, "people weren't learning
much."

To Cornelius C. Vermeule 111, a
liberal arts education, from history
to language to the arts, is paramount
for everyone.
Humanitarian education is related
to American foreign policy, said
Vermeule. "Lebanon and Grenada
tell us that knowledge of history,
The
language and art is important
state department and the White
House are filled with people who are
...

No, Vermeule is not a history professor. He is a fine arts professor interested in all facets of eduction. The
curator of classical art at the Boston
Musuem of Fine Arts, Vermeule has
been a visiting professor at Boston
College since receiving a bicentenial
medal and an invitation to teach
from BC in 1977.
The route to BC was very indirect.
He arrived at Boston College after
teaching at Harvard, Vale, Smith,
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structed her to explain that he would
be the only one to give out information regarding reprimands. Fahey did
not contact The Heights with that information by press time.
According to Associate Dean of
the School of Arts and Sciences,
Henry J. McMahon, to the best of
his knowledge the University has
neither a technical definition of the
term reprimand nor particular
guidelines for issuing one. McMahon
also added that he believed the issuance of a reprimand m be entirely
a matter of the president. discretion
and that in his 45 years at BC, he had
never heard of one being given to
anybody.
However, according to one faculty member, the issuance of a reprimand is a very serious measure, invoked only in cases when proiessional conduct is in question.
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course," instead it is rich with
knowledge. He tries to"make it important
for the accountant,
economist, and artist alike because
this materialrelates to their world."
The world of Vermeule is obviously not simply the world of art, he is
also an avid sports fan. He loves the
Celtics and one of his major hobbies
is collecting baseball cards. His wife
who is also a professor, at Harvard,
also likes baseball. In fact, she writes
atnut it for The Boston Globe and
The New York Times.
Raiding dalmations and collecting
stamps "from an aesthetic point of
view" are also interest of this artistic
professor. It is not just his name that
is interesting.
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For complete details in a color brochure, write Semester
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Wellesley and Boston University. To
Vermeule "there L as much good ivy
on the walls of Bonon College as
there is on the walls of Harvard or
Princeton." An enthusiastic member
of the Fine Arts department,
Vermeule describes BC as "a
wonderful academic communi'y and
a winning campus."
Vermeule is careful to point ojt
that his courses are not "guts." He
teaches ancient visual history and
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Police Blotter Police Blotter Police Blotter Police Blo

treatment.

BETTER GRADES
improve memory
concentration

and
motivation
with
SELF-HYPNOSIS
for appointment
call
FORENSIC
CONSULTANTS
329-0018

tified by witnesses. Arrested for
assault and battery was James B.
Holland of West Newton. The victim
was transported to St. Elizabeth's.
At 6:58 am BC Police while on
routine patrol observed damaged
vehicles in the sports complex parking lot. The owners of the vehicles
were notified.
At 10:06 pm Campus Police confiscated class D substance (marijuana) from Upper Campus. An investigation is still ongoing.
At 10:58 two swords were confiscated on Lower Campus.
Sunday, October 30, at 12:28 am

two suspects were reported causing
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resident halls until seen by the Dean
of Students Office.
At 4:59 the BC Police responded
to Hillsides on a report of roommate
problems. Upon arrival they found
a BC commuter student who was
bothering the residents in one of the
rooms. The commuter was barred
from resident halls until seen by the
Dean of Students Office.
At 4:45 pm the police took a
delayed report from a BC student
who had been assaulted by another
BC student. The victim was treated
at St. Elizabeth's and filed a complaint in the district court.

problems on Upper Campus. They
were both identified as non-BC
students, given trespass warnings and
escorted off campus.
At 12:29 police received a report
of vandalism at Walsh Hall. A glass
door by the elevators was broken.
At 1:08 the Campus Police, while
on routine patrol, observed a station
wagon with males in it passing
themselves off as the BC escort service. The suspects were identified as
BC students and escorted out of the
area. A commuter student with them
was issued a trespass warning for

:

Tuesday, October 25, at 12:00 pm
campus police received a report that
cash and checks had been stolen from
Lyons Hall.
At 6:23 pm Boston College Police
responded to a call from the sports
complex reporting that a coach was
having a diabetic reaction. The victim was transported to St. Elizabeth's
Hospital.
Wednesday, October 26, at 2:44
am BC Police assisted the Boston
Police with a hit and run property
damage accident. The suspect vehicle and owner were located and the
Boston police notified.
At 11:45 a motor vehicle on Lower
Campus was reported vandalized.
At 4:49 pm a radio was reported
stolen from a motor vehicle on Lower
Campus.
At 11:40 pm the Campus Police
along with the Newton Fire Department responded to a fire alarm at
Shaw House. Upon arrival they
found that the alarm was set off by
a faulty smoke detector.
At 11:59 pm a suspicious person
was reported in the area of McElroy
Commons. The suspect was identified and found to be a BC student.
Thursday, October 27, at 10:48 am
BC police took a report of stolen
jewelry from Kostka Hall.
At 11:26 pm a student in Claver
Hall was reported injured. Upon arrival the Campus Police transported
the victim to St. Elizabeth's with a
wrist injury.
Friday, October 28, at 2:51 am a
custodian with a back injury was
transported to St. Elizabeth's.
At 4:57 pm a hit and run property
damage on Perimeter Road was
reported.
At 7:00 BC Police took into
custody alcohol confiscated by an
RA on Upper Campus.
At 9:04 the Campus Police along
with the Boston Fire Department
responded to a fire ala:m at Edmonds Hall. Upon arrival they found
a smoke detector activated by
residents cleaning their oven.
At 9:44 a license plate was reported
stolen from a motor vehicle in the
commuter parking lot.
At 10:12 police reported to the Rat
to aid an officer who was on duty.
Upon arrival they found that some
BC students had started a fight with
the staff. The suspects were identified
and escorted out of the area to their
dormitory.
At 11:43 a student suffering from
second degree burns was transported
to St. Elizabeth's. The burns were
caused by the victim attempting to
drink alcohol while it was on fire.
Saturday, October 29, at 12:15 am
the Campus Police responded to a
report of a female who was assaulted
at Roncalli Hall. The victim was
unharmed and found to have fled
after being grabbed from behind by
a male. The incident is still being investigated. (See related story page 1.)
At 12:20 am there was a report of
a hit and run property damage in the
St. Ignatius parking lot. The accident
was witnessed and reported by
students walking in the area. The
owner of the hit vehicle was notified.
At 12:38 police responded to
Walsh Hall on a report of a fight.
Upon arrival they located the victim
but the suspects had fled the area.
The victim refused medical

At 1:20 the BC police took a report
of a person wearing a mask who had
jumped on a car as it was leaving
campus. The assailant smashed the
passenger side window and ran into
the Mods.
At 2:15 BC Police responded to the
Mod quadrangle on a report of a person not breathing and bleeding.
Upon arrival the victim was
breathing, a Boston paramedics unit
was then notified for transport. A
witness had seen a group of males
kicking the victim on the head. One
suspect had been chased to Edmonds
Hall where he was positively iden-
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Candidates Prepare for Final Showdown
out by Mcl King's workers. Allston

black into the mayoral finals for the
first time, but it was not a new
tolerance but a new constituency
which created that change. Liberals
and minority voters participated for
the first time in concentrated
numbers, thanks to the end of Kevin
White's twelve-year reign and the
strenuous registration drive carried

Ucontinued from page 1

Beacon Hill, Allston, the Fenway);
and Italian Boston (North End, East
Boston). This method of watching
the race, while a simplification,
enables people to see voting patterns
more clearly.
The October primary brought a
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students and Mission Hill projectdwellers are now confident their vote
has a voice and the redistricting of the
council districts promises to give
them a loud one.
The traditional Boston voter is still
voting as he always has, but there art
no longer as many of him. The white
exodus to the suburbs in the last 10
years and an influx of young professionals and colored people has
drastically altered the face of the city and the long reign of White merely disguised that fact.
Voters with Irish surnames now
represent only one-third of the
registered voters as opposed to half
ten years ago and sections like Mattapan have, in a decade, shifted from
mostly Jewish to mostly black.
Will the vote for mayor be one of
race? It is obvious from the primary
returns that it will in many districts.

Blowdry
Guys: $9.00

Girls: $13.00

Reg. $40.00
Perms:s2B.oo
Frosting & Highlighting $5.00 off
Eyelash Tinting $10.00
Reg. $15.00
Leg Waxing
Offer good with this coupon
|

Reservoir
Provision co
1922 Beacon St. Cleveland Circle

566-5588

While Mcl King won a dead heal for
first place with almost a quarter of
the citywide tally, he got most of that
vote from places like Mattapan where
he garnered no less than 94% in a
field of eight. At the same time, he
received only one of every 25 votes
in South Boston and came in last
among the six major candidates,
behind Fred Langone.
Ray Flynn, on the other hand, has
drawn the bulk of his support from
Irish Boston East and West, and is
expected to sweep those heavy-voting
areas November 14. He did rather
badly, however, in Liberal Boston,
where it appears his progressive
credentials did not stand up to
King's. Flynn came in a dismal fifth
in the Back Bay-Beacon Hill preincts,
where King placed first. So-called
"neutral" white areas where King did
surprisingly well, such as Brighton,
Eas' Boston, and Hyde Park, may

actually be as neutral as
suspected. What King gained, in
essence, was a very small segment of
the vote?in Brighton, for instance,
King received just under 1600 votes
out of 8600 cast, compared to 2700
for Flynn. In addition, much of these
surprisingly high numbers for King
may be explainedby the high student
population in Brighton, for instance,
and the growing gentrificationof sections like Hyde Park and even
bayside South Boston.
It is clear, however, that the King
"rainbow coalition" is making a real
drive to reach every neighborhoodin
the city and that Ray Flynn has turned the other cheek for much of the
campaign to ensure race stays as far
from this race as possible. One other
thing is also clear: Boston is not the
same city Kevin White found, nor
will it be the same when he leaves it
to pass his sash to one of two men.
not
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Choose from the largest variety of Typewriters in the Harvard
Square area, electronic, electric or manual, for home, school or
office, including Silver-Reed, Olivetti, Smith-Corona, Olympia,
Brother, Hermes.
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We offer individualized demonstrations, and guarantee all sales for
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premises.
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Is this relevant

to you?

St. Paul of the Cross
Christian mystic, and lover
lived and preached
the creative power of Jesus: This was his life. This <as his work.
Tne way
lived,
Paul
the way he listened, the way he r ejpunded to people, spoke powerpresence.
demanding.
fully of God's
Paul's message was spirited, gentle, and
He spoke what he helieved.
Paul understood God's gift and human nature.
Me
often healed the hearts of tlioy -/ho listened.
He did tnis through his faith
in the power of the CWSS.
-

-

Passion ists today reflect tne same spirit of their founder.
to Jesus Christ
the event of history
Passionists attempt
ever lhnitedly, the immense power of the Passion of Jesus in
p)wer
Tnis
hinds Passionists together in a way of life called
-

-

Jeep I y co-nrni tted
to realize, howtheir own li/ei.
PASSIO'IIST LIFE.

The Passionists live in community supporting those who share similar /jlr;j
and who desire to preach and serve in the spirit of St. Paul of the Cross.
In this way we hope to hnng life to one another as well as to those we serve.
We share with the rich and the poor; with the strong and the weak. Central to
Passionist Life is to underst-ind the creative, redemptive power of Jesus,
hidden in his Passion, Death and Resurrection, and tnen to nanifest this in a
contemporary context to all men and women in our day.
In

INTERESTED IN A MASTERS DEGREE IN
ACCOUNTING?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?
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GRADUATE SCHOOL to:
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many

material ways we are rich.
We own retreat centers, we work
in
and school, we produce ratio and television programs, we work in
missions within and outside the United States.
However, the richness we want
to share is our vision of Jesus
Jesus Crucified.
We try to share this gift
day
joyfully
each
of our lives. We
commit our lives to it.
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HeightsReview:
South African Problems Personalized by Athol Fugard
by Paul

Cloos

'Master Harold...and the boys. Written
and directed by Athol Fugard. Starring
Zakes Mokae, Ray Aranha, and Evan
Handler. Performances continue at the
Wilbur Theater, 246 Tremont St., through
Sunday, November 20. Call 423-4008 for
ticket information and performance
schedule.
The strong point of South Africa's best
authors (including Nadine Gordimer, Alan
Paton, and Athol Fugard) is that their
finest works are not didactic condemnations
of apartheid. Rather, they use the everyday
experiences of common people to tell us
about life in their country without moralizing. Athol Fugard's 'Master Harold...and
the boys, a drama penned with tears of experience and now playing at the Wilbur
Theater, exemplifies the above.
'Master Harold...and the boys is a work
of magnitude. Fugard's play, performed
without intermission, is exceedingly well
written, acted, choreographed and directed.
The playwright has directed the work
himself and the production profits immensely from his interpretation. There is an
assertion of human dignity throughout the
work without a conscious aggrandizement
of the characters. Rarely do we see major
productions with such impact and sheer
beauty.

In this play racism is an outlet for personal grief and despair. Hally, a white boy
of about 17 or 18, suffers the frustration of
having an alcoholic cripple for a father.
Hally's father, we learn from the masterful
use of a telephone call and an anecdote, is
a crude simpleton. He has been in the
hospital but is going to be released. Hally is
angered at the loss of peace and control
that will take place upon his father's
return. His anger leads him to incisively
assail Sam, the kindly and intelligent black
servant who has been a real father and
friend to Hally since his early youth. Hally
spits in Sam's face.
From the moment Evan Handler as Hally
tells Sam and Willie, Hally's family's other,
less intelligent black servant, to "act your
bloody age," we can see the underlying bitterness and can trace the development of
Hally's character. Handler handles the role
magnificently: his English accent is authentic, his mannerisms are natural and appropriate, his breakdown is believable.
Last spring 'Master Harold...and the
boys played to packed houses at the Wilbur
when the role of Sam was played by James
Earl Jones and Willie was played by Delroy
Lindo. These roles are now played by Zakes
Mokae and Ray Aranha, respectively. I am
not in a position to compare these men
with their predecessers. I can say that their
performances are both excellent. Mokae,
who is from Johannesberg, South Africa,

A Lighthouse In The Dark
by Betsy

Croke

The Lighthouse. An opera by Peter Maxwell Davies. Presented by the Boston
Shakespeare Company though December 4,
under the direction of Peter Sellars. Phone
267-5600 for details.
When three middle aged men walked
wearing high rubber boots, and
then proceeded to sit in three chairs surrounded by puddles of water with a television screen above each, it became obvious
that this was not going to be a usual
theater-going experience.
The basic problem of the opera, The
Lighthouse concerns three men trying to
maintain their sanity while trapped in a
lighthouse. This conflict is heightened by a
sense of general mysticism that permeates
the entire opera.
The plot consists of three movements.
The first involves three men on a rescue
mission to the lighthouse. This short introduction to the play foreshadows the
mood of the keepers within the lighthouse.
While the inspectors sing of their plight, the
television screens above run symbolic pictures of their voyage. At one point each
screen showed a picture of a white gloved
hand rocking a chair identical to the one
each inspector sat in. Although this may
seem simplistic, it successfully reflected the
unforseen danger of the inspectors'
situation.
The second movement takes place within
the lighthouse. Here the majority of the action occurs. Through an elaborate tarot
card game each of the three lighthouse
keepers (the same actors who played the inspectors) reveal their most hiddn fears. One
of the keepers, due to his obsession with
the classically allusive "beast" begins to
adopt its physical characteristics. This was
depicted onstage by the transformation of
his human hand into that of a beast. At
onstage

A paranoid lighthouse keeper lends a hand.

this point the remaining two keepers sing a
chorale to god asking to be saved from this

"anti?Christ".
At the end of the opera with the return
of the inspectors (the keeper's clothes over
their shoulders') we infer that the invocation was futile.
Although the techniques employed in the
first scene proved successful, the play was
still lacking in some parts.
First, the audience was somewhat alienated from the dilemma of the lighthouse
keepers. Perhaps this was due to the stage
being placed far behind the orchestra pit?
almost to the back wall of the theater.
Perhaps the music could have been more
"subtle" in its striving attempt to, in fact,
produce a "subtle" emotional arousal in
the audience.
Secondly the acoustics were poor. The
opera, which was supposedly in English,
was nearly incomprehensible. The program
notes indicate that 'a clear, constant relationship can be heard in the specific pairing
of instruments with each charater.'
Although this did have an intensifying effect, it really translated into the audience
not being able to understand the words,
and therefore losing the plot.
Although Peter Maxwell Davies is a
reknowned composer it is important for us
to question just how an opera should relate
to a person who is not a dedicated foil wer
of "new music" and theatre. If opera
should strive to capture the imagination of
all interested listeners then it must first
decide how it will deal with presenting
"challenging" performances without losing
meaning. New forms of art are a sustaining
factor in maintaining our culture. The important thing a new artist should, however,
keep in the back of his mind while creating
his work is the question of just how inteligible this work is to the average person.
After all what is an art if there is no one to
appreciate it?

Zakes Mokae in his role as Sam in Master Harold
has had a string of associations with
Park Tea Room in Port Elizabeth, South
Fugard and James Earl Jones. On BroadAfrica in 1950. Jane Clark's set is detailed
way Mokae replaced Jones in Fugard's A
and tangible. It is a most appropriate setLesson From Aloes and was replaced by
ting for the climactic action of the play.
Jones in 'Master Harold.'
When Athol Fugard was 10 years old he
Mokae shows the strength, reserve, and
spat in a black man's face. The playwright
sympathy of the 45 year old servant. As
says that his only decent qualities exist
Sam he relates the central metaphors in the
because of a relationship he had in his
play without overstating them. Sam once
youth with a black man and dedicates the
built a kite for Hally, a kite that was to be
play'to him. It is difficult to say whether
a diversion from the troubled homelife of
works of this magnitude need be born of
the boy. Sam is also a dancer, he slides and
personal experience, but it is not uncomturns with grace. The dance in this play is a
mon. This play's ending had me and my
hope for a "world without collisions," and
guest at the performance wondering what
it is a sign of Sam's optimistic attitude. It
exactly is Hally's position at the end of the
is an attitude the boy cannot adopt.
play. Does he walk out of the tea room and
Ray Aranha as Willie is a slightly childish
on to the 'whites only' bench, ever to be
man. He has neither Sam's strength nor
called 'Master Harold' and not Hally by
assurance and is humbled by his color.
Sam and Willie? The answer is unresolved.
Aranha does not seem secure in his role, he
We can only hope that Hally gains the
sometimes overplays Willies personality.
understanding Fugard has arrived at. Yet,
But these are minor detractions from an
to this day the playwright breaks into tears
otherwise distinguished performance.
at the thought of certain actions in his igThe action takes place in the St. Georges
norant youth.

The Primordial Screen
by Lisa

Holzer

The Primordial Screen. A Rear Window
video excursion through memory and time
out of mind at the Institute of Contemporary Art, 955 Boylston St. November 2.

In an age when the television set is the
central entertainment of the household,
video games have replaced board games,
and performance art is returning to
popularity, it may seem strange that artists
have turned to video as a new medium for
experimentation.
The Rear Window, in keeping with its efforts to bring new audiences to the Boston
film community, selected ten videos for this
series which represent the best work of
several local artists.
This was a varied collection, joined by a
common ability to touch the funny, tragic
and sometimes embarrassing parts of the
human mind. They ranged from the Talking Heads' "Burning Down the House," a
familiar bit of MTV, produced by video
pioneer David Byrne, to Karine
Hrechdakial's Cine Senegal, both a tribute
to documentary filmmaker Ricky Leacock
and a look at a journey to Senegal. Overall,
the series was both down-to-earth and
amazingly original.
The most provocative of the selections
was a national award-winning film by Cindy Kleine, an American Film Institute student, entitled Secrets of Cindy. It combines
a woman's reading of her own diary, written when she was thirteen and boy-crazy,
with fragmented glimpses of her current
romance. It is both touching and funny in
its exposition of the awkwardness and
disillusionment we all feel sometimes in
dealings with the opposite sex. This film
contrasts adolescent feelings of wonder ("I
love him so much. I love the way he puts
his arms around me and feels my bra strap
in the back. It makes me feel feminine.")
with the heartbreak of an ever-changing
mature relationship ("Nothing can ever stay
the same. I knew it had to change.").
The girl shown sitting in a chair reading
the diary struggles through it with bursts of

laughter. Every few minutes, a scene of the
two older lovers walking along the beach

interrupts the inane humor of the diary and
the voice-over talks about alienation and
how hard it is to maintain communication
and forward momentum in a relationship.
This film worked the best because it showed
that although on the surface we tend to see
these two ways of thinking about love as
very different, they are still based on the
same premise: lust and understanding.
The other films in the series dealt with
such issues as a proposed dialogue of a
computer with another computer, The New
Suburbanism, the wonder of dinosaurs, and
new music. Besides the Talking Heads, new
music by Birdsongs of the Mesozoic and TVenus was shown. Julia Heyward's Dragging the Bottom is image-filled and complete
in its explanation of how people search for
love in strange ways and strange places,
"dragging the bottom for love, sweet love
in the undertow," with jungle scenes, hands
scraping through mud, people underwater
with all their clothes on and music by TVenus.
This series, regardless of whether or not
it is truly representative of the world of
video art today, provides an entertaining
look at what some people have done with
video as an art medium, finding some surprises along the way. Still, the lingering
question cannot remain ignored. As put so
well by Link Yaco in The New Suburbanism: "See, the way I got it figured is
this... in five hundred years, who's going to
jm.
know the difference?"
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Cambridge Composers Romp in Red Sneakers
by Steve

LeBlanc

The Composers in Red Sneakers. In concert at the Old Baptist Church in Harvard
Square last Thursday.

In the program notes to last Thursday's
show, Christopher Stowens, one of the
Composers in Red Sneakers, describes his
activities leading up to his lastest composition. "Just a few short weeks ago I was doing what every self-respecting, truly
dedicated composer does during the summer
months when not winning Guggenheims.
Yes, of course...painting houses."
Modern classical music has been
characterized in many ways. It has been
called anything from refreshingly eclectic to
pa'ently bizarre, from dischordantly obnox-

A must for the modern sound

system.

ious to industrially honest. Above all,
however, modern classical music is often
classified as snobby, self-serving, and accessible only to an elite intelligensia.
It is just this image that the Composers
in Red Sneakers do their best to discredit.
The group, which over the past four years
has become an increasingly more popular
Cambridge fixture, uses many gimmicks to
disarm their music. These gimmicks include
their admission policy, which not only
allows into the show free anyone wearing
red sneakers, but also charges a dollar more
to anyone with a valid college ID.
The music itself, however, is anything but
disarming. Its use of electronic tape, odd
combinations of instruments and voice, and
non-traditional forms continually challenge
the listener. Any such endeavor into the experimental or offbeat must deal with the
dilemma of either being "new" and
refreshing or "new" and boring. Last
Thursday night the Composers crossed that
line more than once.
Arriving late and meeting resistance at
the front door we were forced to press our
ears securely against the wooden walls in an
attempt to catch the first composition,
Christopher Stowens' Sunstroke. One of the
longest compositions of the night, and the
only to feature the harp and electronic tape,
was difficult to follow from our side of the
wall, but inside, of course, things may have
been much different.
The second composition, (2) Cummings
Songs by Micheal Carnes, incorporated the
odd type of juxtaposition that make these
concerts so interesting. Scoring two poems

From Ragas To Riches
by Lisa

Holzer

Ravi Shankar in concert with Alia Rakha
at Symphony Hall, October 23.
For those of us unfamiliar with Indian
classical music, listening to a Raga may
represent something of an enigma. Ravi
Shankar, one of the world's most renowned
virtuosi of the sitar, returned to Boston two
weeks ago with tabla player Alia Rakha.
In the relaxed atmosphere of Symphony
Hall, I tried to figure out whether or not it
was absolutely necessary to fully understand
the structure of this music in order to truly
enjoy it. The sound of the music alone is
enjoyable and mesmerizing, and the musicians unbelievably talented, but it is hard to
really understand if you are unfamiliar with
it. Raga (Hindusanti music), like other
forms of classical music, has highly
developed structures. It is a mistake to
think that it is simply spiritual music,
although it is often used in connection with
religious reflection. Of course, enjoyment is
enhanced when you have a clue as to what
you're listening to, but these types of
musical pieces almost need to be felt rather
than rationally listened to.
Ravi Shankar has worked with musicians
all over the world, from Yehudi Menuhin
to Andres Segovia, and is well-known for
his willingness to experiment. He received
an Academy Award nomination for his
raga tribute to Mahatma Gandhi which was
used in the soundtrack for the movie Gandhi. He has also been very influential in
bringing Indian music to western popular
music. In fact, George Harrison brought
the sitar to the music of the Beatles by first
studying under Ravi Shankar.
As for the formal structure of the music,
Ragas tend to be anywhere from twenty
minutes to hours long. A listener unfamiliar
with this type of music will find
him/herself listening for patterns in the
notes themselves while also frantically trying mentally to impose some sort of
familiar structure upon the music as it

conclude this, the most entertaining and accessible piece of the night.
Richard Cornell's Four Song's slowed the
pace considerably. As opposed to Carnes'
songs, these sounded slower and more evenly timed.
Closing the night was Thomas Oboe
Lee's Third String Quartet. This piece,
which won first prize at the 1983 Kennedy
Center Friedheim Awards, was given its
Boston premiere Thursday night. The piece
itself, perhaps the most traditional in that it
was written for a string quartet, sounded
just that. Without weird instruments or
lyrics to fall back on Lee managed to compose a piece which nonetheless held its own
against such eclectic earlier composition.

Though not quite as extravagant as their
tenth concert at Sanders theater last summer (there was no video accompaniment
this night), last Thursday's concert proved
once again that the Composers will continue to stretch ears. Hopefully their next
ten concerts will continue to bring them
success (Number 12 is in January) and
allow them to introduce modern classical
music to even more of the as yet
uninitiated.

De Grassi Grows Greener
by Jim McKay

Ravi pining for his days as a media star.

simply flows fluidly and seemingly
formlessly along. If you are unsure of
where the flow will take you, you may find
that it takes some courage to simply let
yourself be carried along by this music.
Yet, this music is in no way uncomfortable or confusing. On the contrary, each
piece starts slowly, with a series of complex
scales using very few notes, and grows to a
wildly rapturous climax by the end, using
notes up and down the range. It all seems
spontaneous, like a long sitar solo with only a "bass" line provided by another player
and a drum (tabla) backing. There is a subtle groove that must be found?a mental
sense of underlying rhythym that must be
kept?in order to feel in sync with this
music. For this reason, some people might
enjoy the sound and feeling of Indian music
without really understanding its structure.
I'm not sure what kind of reflection Hindusanti music is supposed to inspire outside
of the context of meditation and the Hindu
religion, but 1 found it entrancing. Ravi
Shankar is an amazing musician who really
shows himself through his music.

An Evening with Windham Hill. Featuring Liz Story, Alex DeGrassi, and
Shadowfax. At Sanders Theater, Cambridge, Friday night.
I admit it. I left early and can't tell you
anything about Shadowfax, the group who
went on last. Sorry, but the seats in
Sanders Theatre are like church pews?
horrible. Silting through two hours of
music was enough for me.
Co-hosts for the Windham Hill (a record
label) show were Eric Jackson of WGBH
and Ken Shelton of WBCN. Needless to
say, their presence did nothing to enhance
the evening's activities. Acoustics were OK,
but just OK. Borderline feedback every
time Liz Story spoke and a buzzing in the
stage right speakers were distracting. The
music that was played before the show and
during intermission was not only too loud,
but was also unsuitable. But we can move
onto more positive points.
The last two times pianist Liz Story
played in Boston, she was official and
played by the book. Very little improvising
was done and, to be truthful, that was OK
by me. She has come a long way since then
and has seemingly decided to take up her
responsibility as an jazz-nurtured musician.
Some of the variations were successful,

Lispings
Boston Animation Night
A special screening of the best new
animation from Boston and New England,
culminating in the first annual Wally
Awards. This Wednesday, November 9, at
8:00, at Off the Wall Cinema in Cambridge. Phone 354-5678 for directions.

Ravi

The Composers in Red Sneakers circa 1922.
of E.E. Cummings to mezzo soprano accompanied by marimbaphone added an
eerie, sometimes frenetic quality to the
poems.
The third piece, All the Rage by Herman
Weiss swung to the other extreme. This
final part of a trilogy is supposed to intersperse rage with moments of "repose and
lyricism." The result, unfortunately, is a
quirky piece in which the dischordant takes
the place of rage.
The second half of the show opened with
Combo Platter by Robert Aldridge. An obvious crowd favorite, the piece, divided into
three sections, exploited fully the diversity
of its three instruments; violin, saxaphone,
and marimba. The first section (subtitled
'oneness, allness, togetherness...hold the
mayo') featured the marimba. Repetition
and the fast tempo helped highlight this instrument. The second section (subtitled 'for
me there's no more love/for you there's no
more pumpkin pie') slowed the tempo to
emphasize the slower, deeper, more lyrical
qualities of the saxaphone. The third section ('Wine, Women, and geopolitical
realities) produced a more fuller sound. The
playing off each other of the violin's drone
and marimba's percussive quality helped to

12 at 8:00. In the Bonn Studio Theater of
the Theater Arts Center. For information
and reservations, phone 552-4800.

The Caucasian Chalk Circle
Bertolt Brecht's play about a woman trying to keep the child she has been caring
for when the supposedly dead mother
Pylon
returns. Presented at the Boston University
Arguably Akron's best band, and one of Theater, Tuesday?Saturday. Phone
the most infectious around, will make its
266-3913 for prices, times and directions.
last Boston appearance ever (they're breaking up). Friday night at Storyville in KenDavid Van Tieghem
more Square. Phone 266-0860 for direcComposer/percussionist Tieghem has
tions, prices, etc.
played with Steve Riech, Brian Eno, David
Byrne, Talking Heads, Robert Ashley, and
Talley's Folly
Jon Gibson. He will give a percussive perA play by Lanford Wilson, author of
formance this Friday at 8:00 at The InFifth of July. Presented by the Boston Col- stitute of Contemporary Art. Phone
lege Dramatics Society, November 11 and
266-5151 for directions etc.

some were not. It is obvious that Liz is still
growing in her musicianship and stage
presence. Along with growth, however,
comes growing pains and off-key notes.
Her new material seemed much more structured, but I cannot be sure since it's new
and I haven't heard the album versions yet.
The most impressive piece of the evening
was a new work entitled "National
Aquarium of Baltimore" or some variation
of that name. It was different from much
of the material on the Solid Colors album
and it, along with a song called "Anthem,"
showed that she is maturing musically by
leaps and bounds.
Story's l.p. is by far one of the best
albums released in 1983, an album that is
suitable for both passive and intense listening. Liz begins work on her second album
this month and a guess at release time says
around the spring/summer '84. That's a
while to wait, but in the meantime Solid
Colors is not wearing thin.
The second of the three acts was ALex
DeGrassi, a Windham Hill guitarist with
three albums to his name and a fourth, entitled Southern Exposure, due in the new
year. Alex's performance was very clean
and many different influences showed
through. His early music is on the folk
side, while the later material gets a bit more
jazz oriented. Now he seems to be returning
to folk again and much of the new material
he played Friday night sounded like a few
of the song titles, (i.e. "Western" and
"Southern Exposure.") Unlike Michael
Hedges, another Windham Hill guitarist,
Alex is not incredibly exciting to watch. But
hearing is another thing and there were incredible sounds coming from his
instrument.
The highlight of the entire show was a
'free improv' that Liz and Alex did at the
end of their half of the show. Some suggested that it wasn't as improvisational as
the musicians claimed, but I disagree and
take these suggestions as a compliment to
the pair's compatability.
Windham Hill music has received mixed
reviews. Opinions range from people who
are addicted (me) to those who dismiss it
immediately saying, "It's not jazz."
Whether it's jazz or folk or new-age
classical or whatever, whether the musicians
on the label are virtuosos with their instruments or not (a few will insist that they
are not), the music of Windham Hill is
amazing music. It is neither 'musak' nor
'beautiful music,' but, as many comments
regarding it state, 'real nice.'
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Poetic Musings of Gwendolyn Brooks
by Mary

Grover

Gwendolyn Brooks. At MIT as part of
their poetry series.

When asked if poetry does something,
and if so, what does it do, Gwendolyn
Brooks replied in an anecdote to the large,
crowded auditorium that it needn't do
much. She also cheerfully confided that her
"duties" as poet laureate of Illinois since
1950 were "equal to her pay?nothing." So
what would make Gwendolyn Brooks want
to be a poet?
She really doesn't seem to have a
choice?she is a poet. I was exposed to her
only briefly for the one and a half hours in
which she spoke seemingly off the top of
her head, in sound-dives and beat-pauses
about young peoples' poetry, Martin Luther
King, Chicago, and her marriage. Interspersed throughout, she'd sing out a poem.
The woman Gwendolyn Brooks is
enamoring enough, even when she's not
reading poetry. She bears no artistic pretension. Although she regretted not having
enough time to read more poems, she
devoted time in both her opening and closing to reading five poems by teenagers who

promoting. In fact, her closing
poem was written by an eight year old girl.
It was this humble manner which pervaded
as Brooks slid from introduction to poem
and then quickly into introduction, leaving
no space in between in which the audience
was to sit, fascinated and absorbed in her
words' effect. She assumed no effect.
And although her speaking voice dips
and stops and emphasizes, her manner
while reciting poetry completely transformsy
her body and voice. Seemingly possessed,
Gwendolyn lilts, growls and gospel-sings her
lines. Her neck bobs her head forward,
back, side to side, and her shoulders stiffly
emphasize her words as?Stevie Wonderlike?she pushes them sideways and down.
But the demon inside her must get those
lines out: she claims to follow fellow-poet
Denise Levertov's advice to "just shove it
at 'em." Actually she acquired this manner
when as a young poet she had to shout in
Illinois bar rooms to be heard.
One must never forget Brooks' heritage,
for she does not, and the undertones of
anger and racial unity pulsate her poems.
Her poem "Riot" is inspired by Martin
Luther King who said "A riot is the
language of the unheard." It has been said
she works at

that "Riot" could start one.
Brooks' favorite poem, "The Life of Lincoln West," is a poem about a supposedly
very ugly little black boy; "looking African
was his crime." He was not one of the
"diluted negroes," but "black, ugly, and
odd." He attempted to endear people to
him, with a smile that gave and gave," but
to no avail. His kindergarten teacher, a
"tiny vanilla with bright blue eyes and sun
fresh hair", would look at her with "one
part sympathy and two parts revulsion."
Lincoln overhears two whites discussing him
one day, calling him, "the real thing."
From then on, when he is down, Lincoln
prides himself on being, "the real thing."
In another poem, Brooks says, "Yellow
was to look at, Black for the famished to
eat." A white woman was "pink and white
honey."
Yet Brooks' subjects vary from these
poems to animal poems, Illinois poems, to
one called "Aloneness" (which she
describes as "a red small apple that is
cold"). She often speaks directly to women,
such as in "The Mother" which is from the
point of view of a girl who has had several
abortions. This girl speaks sadly to her
"small pulps...that never handled air", her

We Real Cool
The Pool Players.
Seven at the Golden Shovel.

We real cool. We
Left school. We
Lurk late. We
Strike straight. We
Sing sin. We
Thin gin. We
Jazz June. We
Die soon.

Gwendolyn Brooks

"dim dears" whose "unfinished reach" she
mourns.
Brooks believes that "observation is experience" and so writes on many subjects,
but her unique spirit is unmistakable.
Poetry to her is, "life distilled," and if this
is so, she must lead a very concentrated
life.

Friedkin's Retail to Arms
by Paul

Cloos

Deal of the Century. A film starring
Chevy Chase, Signourney Weaver and
Gregory Hines. Directed by William
Friedkin. Now playing at the Circle Cinema
Jn Cleveland Circle.
Director William Friedkin says that his
new movie, Deal of the Century, is the
most serious movie he has been associated
with. This statement may seem ironic considering that Friedkin has directed two

Oscar winning films, The French Connection and The Exorcist, and is speaking
about a comedy starring Chevy Chase, but
the statement is true.
Deal of the Century is about what
Friedkin terms "the degenerative follies of
the aerospace industry." Eddie Muntz
(Chevy Chase) is a louse. He is an amoral
man who sells weapons as if they were
Coca Cola. When a hood tries to rob him,
Muntz says his wallet is in his trunk, opens
the trunk, withdraws a large weapon, and
robs the hood.
Eddie works in league with Ray Kasternak (Gregory Hines), a war veteran who is
having trouble reconciling his career with
his "born again" beliefs. Mrs. DeVoto
(Signourney Weaver) is the wife of the man
whose big-time weapons contract, the sale
of a drone jet of destruction called The
Peacemaker, Muntz has assumed after
Harold DeVoto's suicide. The "deal" of
the century is the sale of this plane from
Luckup Industries to San Miquel, a
chickens-in-the-street South American
dictatorship.
The outstanding feature of this film is its
detailed truth. Friedkin has done exhaustive
research into the arms industry to make this
film factual and has updated Paul
Brickman's four year old script. The
Peacemaker is based on the "6.8 million
drone radar tank, the David, which
malfunctioned in a Fort Bliss demonstration
because it had been washed.

And on the left, here, we've got a beauty, sure it's a gas-guzzler, but it'll never quit on you
Friedkin has found that it is possible to
bribe a foreign government to secure a
business deal. The bribe must, however, be
declared. The director has traveled to arms
shows and found that "sworn enemies shop
for weapons side by side." Actual conversations Friedkin has heard at these shows are
inserted verbatim into the film. There are
also actual speeches by Vern Howe of the
Air Force and President Reagan. A source
of comedy are these speeches and the talk
of the arms dealers which, though they
sound absurd, are nonetheless true.
Friedkin has also interviewed arms
dealers who work in the manner of the fictional Eddie Muntz. Masaggi (Richard
Libertini), an arms dealer in the film, is
based on a man Friedkin was introduced to.
This man is quoted as saying, "I don't use
tanks, I sell them," and that he is "no

The New Look of the New Style
by

Mike Cronin
November Group. A record release party

at the Channel last Friday night.

A" mixed crowd filled the Channel Saturday night as the November Group took the
stage. Preceded by sets from Adventure Set
and Our Daughter's Wedding, the main attraction didn't appear till well after midnight. When the November Group finally
began to play they were received enthusiastically by an audience whose
members ranged from unaffected regular
guys to the intimidatingly "in".
The November Group has received more
publicity than most Boston bands lately,
and this certainly contributed to both the
crowd's size and enthusiasm. While being
named among 'the people to watch' by
Boston magazine may destroy all credibility
among some people, it creates the same
among many others, and so the group faced
an audience that was dying to be pleased.
The band, and particularly lead singer
Anne Prim, were quite evidently pleased
with the reception. Her appreciation only
barely disclosed that she was perhaps a bit
overwhelmed by the crowd's enthusiasm.
This quality was indicative of the band's
stage presence in general. They were reserved, prefessional, but genuine. In keeping
with that reserve, and with their slightly
upscale image, Prim cut a polished sartorial
figure on stage.
Likewise polished was the performance.
The music was presented cleanly, with few
and minor instrumental breaks. On many

numbers, keyboards added the vitality that
kept the band from descending into
soullessness. This contribution especially
energized the beginning of the show.
Excitement built very quickly as the
group opened, establishing itself with well
known songs from their past record. 'Shake
it Off heightened the pitch. 'Pictures of the
Homeland', also off the earlier record, carried that excitement further, and with
'Popular Front', energy reached a climax.
As the band introduced more of their
new material, the tenor of the crowd changed somewhat. The driving beat of the
earlier songs was diluted with rhythyms owing more to funk. By this point in the even-

ing it seemed that many older fans had
deserted, and the crowd consisted more of
people like the man next to me, who accompanied Prim on air guitar with considerably more bombastic gestures than she
herself showed. It would be easy to dismiss
some older fans' disappointment as contempt bred by popularity, but one cannot
ignore the pondering of songs like the late
encore 'Who Rules the World?' complete
with its grinding interludes disturbing the
beat.
All in all, however, the band still shows
the promise that prompted predictions of
greatness from the media, and if something
has been sacraficed, professionalism hasn't.

more responsible for what tanks do than
are the people who make the road that
tanks go along."
It is this sort of mentality which leads
Kasternak to blow up the arms show in the
film. And (his is what Friedkin calls his
"message of sedition," that the only possible solution to the arms race is to put all of
the weapons in the world in a pile and
detonate them. But there are economic factors, economics which can cause the director to say that "disarmament is dirty joke
on the world."
Deal of the Century is well cast. Chevy
Chase is appropriate as Eddie Muntz. This
is one of Chase's best performances, even
Friedkin says that Chase has worked
beneath his ability in every film except Foul
Play. The six-foot-four actor is at home as
the casual Muntz, a man who can keep his
cool in crossfire. It is his nonchalance
which understates the character he is playing, and it is this understatement which increases the humor and stress Muntz's
almost cynical outlook.
Gregory Hines has tremendous poise. The
musical Sophisticated Ladies has proven
that. His movements are graceful and it is
clear why Hines did not need an audition
for the part of Kasternak. Hines is fantastic
in the pivotal "flamethrower scene" where
Kasternak calmly confronts an unreasonable
Chicano couple who smash his car.
Signourney Weaver ( Year of Living
Dangerously) is sexy and her presence
reveals feminine mystique as Mrs. DeVoto.
The only problems are open to dispute.
Friedkin, who made his first ever promotional tour for this picture, asked the
reviewers seated at the Back Bay Hilton
how he might have changed the somewhat
flat ending. At one suggestion (from an
MIT student nonetheless), the open-minded
director even suggested post production and
exchanged looks with the venerable producer, Bud Yorkin. Consequently, I am not
able to tell you if the movie has changed
since the director's screening.
Friedkin has made another fine film with
Deal of the Century. His feel for atmosphere, so sensually expressed in
Sorcerer, and his insistence on accuracy of
detail make this a visually attractive and
authentic film. The humor is rooted in
irony: we laugh at what is actually a sad
statement on humanity. Friedkin says he is
fighting the "tremendous inclination to remain silent" and speaks out with this
courageous film some viewers will just

laugh

at.

Write for Features and help
A pre-cool November Group

us fill that final inch.
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Seminar Yields Insight on Sales Career Positions
high-tech companies, such as Digital
Equipment Corporation, to enterLast Thursday's seminar, entitled tainment corporations, such as Home
"Careers In Professional Sales," ex- Box Office.
During the two hour seminar, the
posed to over 250 students sales
careers in industries ranging from six speakers discussed the advantages
by Lisa

Nuccitelli

y"*Y 277-2221

of a sales career, such as money,
company advancement, parties,
travel, freedom, expense accounts,
self-confidence, a company car and
people.
Ralston Purina's District Sales
Representative Sue Blackwell affirmed that a sales career means money,
saying, "I bet nine out of ten of you
think salespeople make a lot of
money. Well, you're right."
Sales jobs also fulfill psychological
needs, said Xerox Sales Marketing
Executive Carleen Addessi, because
a salesperson manages his own time
and is always trying to improve. This,
she continued, is rewarding to the
ego.

1940 Beacon Street

Cleveland Circle

y/^7

I

have a college degree and at least two
computer courses. Addessi outlined
four attributes of a successful
salesperson: good communication
skills, people skills, leadership skills
and the ability to plan, organize and
implement.
Blackwell pointed out that a
salesperson needs enthusiasm, imagination, creativity, and a successful
look. According to Blackwell, a
customer will always remember a
product if it's memorable and

different.

Salesperson and New England

District Field Representative Bernie

Kyong pointed out that to be successful in sales one must like what he
is doing. "I get a kick out of selling
toilet paper," said Kyong.
The seminar was an independent
project coordinated by Beth
Campbell.

Lawrence E. Devore, D.M.D.
Richard H. Price, D.M.D.,P.C.
Jefferey E Tine, D.M.D.
Leslie L. Whone, D.M.D.

\
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Along with the advantages in sales
come the disadvantages: long hours,
administrative problems, service problems and red tape. "The layers and
layers of people in a corporation

sometimes make it difficult to get the
job done," said Digital District Sales
Representative Mary Jane Depew.
She added that promotions take
longer in the larger corporations.
Getting paid by commission allows
an unlimited income, said Manufacturing Representative Bill Clapp,
however, there is the risk of an
unsteady income.
"Nothing moves in a company until something is sold," said Blackwell.
This creates pressure and stress on the
salesperson.
The speakers stressed that in any
type of sales job a person has to adjust to rejection. "For every yes, you
might get eight or nine no's," stated
Addessi.
The speakers also suggested some
basic skills needed for success in
sales. According to Depew, in the
computer industry a salesperson must
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Thurs: WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
Come As You
Dare
$100 Cash Prize! 8 to 1 0 25* Drinks
12 to 1 a.m. All Drinks 1/ 2 Price

FRIDAY AFTERNOON DOUBLE
HEADER HAPPY HOUR
a Beer Blast!
Nickel
from 3 to 4 beers 5
C

4 to 8 16 oz. Drinks Start at 85'

NIGHT to
Sat: LADIES
to All the Ladies 8

Complimentary Drink

All Drinks Vi Price!

Sun: 8-12

10 p.m.

All Drinks Vi Price

J
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Events and Announcements Events and Announcents Ev
MONDAY
Interested in the Advertising Field?
Lydia Moul VP and Media Director
of the Boston Agency Emerson Lane
-

Fortuna can tell you all you need to
know! Don't miss this great opportunity, tonight at 7:3opm in Lyons 207.
ATTENTION TRANSFERS! Go to
the Student Tranfer Center's spaghetti
dinner tonight from 6-9pm at Murray
House. See you there!

TUESDAY
The Middle Eastern Student's
Association presents "Report from
Beirut: Summer of 82" The film is an
award-winning documentary on the
Israeli seige of Beirut. It will be shown
on Tuesday Nov. 15 at 7pm in Murray
Conference Room.
Ever feel like you're the only one at
BC? Well, you're not. The Lesbian
Support Group of Boston College meets
in an informal, casual atmosphere every
Tues. at Bpm in Haley House. Join us,
refreshments served.
Tues. and Wed. FIREBREAKS
4:3opm Murray Conference Room. A
war-peace game, role-playing exercise
to raise awareness on the issues of
escalation and nuclear war. Tuesday's
group first session sponsored by the
Coalition Against Nuclear War.
NUCLEAR WEAPONS! Learning
about Thinking Straight A lecture
presented by Rev. Sebastian Moore,
0.5.8. of the Chaplaincy and the
Theology Dept. Tuesday, Nov. 8 at
Bpm in Higgins 307. All are welcome.
What does God want from me
anyway? Rick Vlaha A&S '85 will be
answering this question in O'Connell
House from 6-7pm. Sponsored by
Campus-Crusade for Christ.
Hola Amigos! El Club Dc Espanol
is having a social with ELS at ELS. We
are meeting at St. Ignatius at 3:45.
Charismatic Prayer Community at BC
meets every Tues. night at 7:30 pm in
St. Joe's Chapel, Gonzaga Basement.
Advisor: Sebastian Moore. Come for
prayer, fellowship and fun!
II Circolo Italiano is having an important meeting at 4:30 in Carney 105.
For information call Laura 964-5905.

discuss plans for Get Acquainted Social
and Career Night. Watch for posters for
location.
Creative job search slategics! A
Career Center workshop designed to
organize your job campaign, 3-4pm.
Call X3430 to sign up.
The AHANA Caucus invites you to
its Autumn Dance, Nov. 10
9:3opm-lam Philomatheia Hall, Admission $1 DJ refreshments, all
welcome, for info 964-2515.

This Thursday on WZBC its
SPORTS CORNER Live at 6pm join
hosts Tom Carelli, Mark Maycock and
Tom Mondani as they look at BC sports
and national sports stories. So tune in
Thursday at 6 and call in yourself!
BC SKI NIGHT! Thursday 6:15,
location to be announced. Sponsored by
BC Travel Agency. Raffling away 1 free
ski week to Sugarbush! Free posters and
some ski passes too! Find out about
BC's ski and party vacations this winter.

Alpha Sigma Nu will hold a social on
Wednesday Nov. 16 at 7pm in Hovey

House. There will be music and
refreshments.
The Boston College Lesbian/Gay
Support Group meets every Wednesday
at 7pm in Haley House. Join us for informal discussions issues of concern to
lesbians and gay men. All students and
faculty are invited.
Lawyers Alliance for Nuclear Control BC Law Chapter presents an Arms
Control Convocation at 7pm in Stuart
Hall Rm 315, Newton Campus. Two
films will be shown and a discussionof
the governments designation of the film
as 'political propaganda.
Jesuit Volunteer Corps Meeting for
people who want to find out about this
volunteer program. Meeting at 4:30
Haley house. Present and former
volunteer people will be there to share
their experiences. For more info, call
X3476.
The BC Bike Club is sponsoring a
bike maintainance seminar. Learn simple repair and maintenance in one short
lesson. If you can ride it you can fix it!
Meet Wed. at 7:30 in Carney 003. All
levels invited.
LIVE RADIO SOAP OPERA! To
day there's only one live soap opera in
Boston, and it's right here at BC!
JANE'S FIRST LOVE! Tune in every
Wednesday at s:3opm WZBC 90.3fm
for the continuing story of fictitious BC
undergrad Jane Harrington and her
family and friends. Make sure your dial
is set at 90.3 FM WZBC this
Wednesday.

SOM Peer Advisement will be located
in Fulton Hall Library Foyer from
Wed. Nov. 2 thru Thurs. Nov. 10. All
BC students considering taking management courses are encouraged to stop by
between 10am and 3pm.

THURSDAY
Find New Life in the Spirt! Come to
the second night of a five-week LIFE
IN THE SPIRIT SEMINAR held in St.
Joe's Chapel Gonzaga Basement Nov.
10th at 7:3opm. Sponsored by the BC
Charismatic Prayer Community and the
Student Ministry.
Personnel Mangement Assoc. From
4:30-s:3opm there will be a meeting to

What is Catholic Rock? The Student

Ministry invites all to hear the music of
Tor-fFranzak. Love, truth, and justice
expressed in song. Music with real
meaning, for the heart and soul. At Bpm

in O'Connell House.
National March on Washington People's Rally Against U.S. Intervention in
Central America and the Caribbean.
Sat. NOV. 12. Join us with other Boston
students vs. this Administrations
Atrocities. Round trip bus $35. Leaves
9pm Friday. Assistance available, for
more information call Jeff Nicholson
964-8990.
Live on WZBC 90.3FM this Saturday at 1:20 catch the live play by play
of the Boston College Syracuse football game. Tom Carelli, Mark Maycock

FRIDAY

-

White Elephant Sale in St. Ignatius
Church from 10am-2pm in the friary

and Tom Mondani are the announcers
for this key game.

ANNOUCNEMENTS
IE CERCLE FRANCAIS meeting
hs been cancelled this Tues. Je regrette!
Mais expect a newsletter soon.
LA UNION LATINA will hold a
general meeting on Tuesday. Nov. 15
at 6:30 in the office, McElroy 111. This
meeting is important and all are
welcome to attend.
Amnesty International presenation
Wed. Nov. 16 at 7:30 in Higgins.
Human Rights in Guatemala will be
discussed. Admission $5 students $2.
PREMEDICAL/PREDENTAL
STUDENTS in the sophomore year:
there will be a meeting in McGuinn 121
at 6pm on Monday, November 7th. At
this time you will be given written adn
statistical information pertaining to the
program. Dean McMahon and Dr. Frimian (Premed, predent advisors) will
discuss the nature of the sophomore's
progress to date within in the program
and will try and answer any questions.
More info X3315.
Thurs. Dec. 14th Newton Campus in
the Barry Auditorium Talk on"THE
FIRST PICTURE SHOW THE
LUMIERE BROTHERS PARIS
SCREENINGS 1895" by Prof. John
Michalczyk (BC) refreshments served.

Applications and information
packets are now available for Sigma
Theta Tau, National Honor Society if
Nursing, in the SON office, Cushing
210 RNs, undergrads, and graduate
nursing students are encouraged to apply. Deadline is Dec. 1.
The Boston Conservatory proudly
presents the first CHORALE concert
Wed. evenings Nov. 30 Bpm at St.
Clements Church 1105 Boylston St.

Boston.
The Newton Arts Center's Annual
Crafts Show Nov. 19 and 20 at 61
Washington Park, Newtonville. 35 New
England craftspeople have been selected
to participate.

NETWORK

NIGHT: Sales and

Marketing, develop contacts with BC
alumni in those fields. Wed. Nov. 30 7-9

Alumni Hall. Call Career Center X4775
to register.

Attention all Tolkien readers. A
chance to unite forces come in to
OSPAR and sign up for the MIDDLE
EARTH SOCIETY. Everyone is
welcome.
MINORITY ATHLETES AND
HIGHER EDUCATION lecture, given
by Prof. Harry Edwards will be held on
Nov. 15 Cushing Hall 001 at 7:3opm.
For more information contact the BC
Black Studies Dept. at 552-3238 or
3239.

ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassified
PERSONALS

SERVICES

Happy Birthday Mo! You are the
greatest..P.S...Nowwe can hit the party
scene legally! Love Annie

Resumes writing, editing, typesetting,
typing, printing, cover letters. The
Resume Works, 223 Harvard St.
Coolidge Corner, Brookline 566-6309.

-

WEDNESDAY

room. Coals and jackets, luggage,
household items, books, jewelry.
Everybody is very welcome to attend.
Come and enjoy the sounds of Tom
Franzak at O'Connell House at Bpm.
They are just in from the West Coast.
Give them a try! Then on Sunday
there's no place like O'Connell House
for the WIZARD OF OZ at 7 and 9:30.

LOST 'N FOUND

Surprise Some with Balloons! Bouquets
from $12-530. Ask about our giant

reward for return of brown and tan
icelandic cardigan sweater with silver

$25

buttons. Lost Halloween 3pm on
Beacon. Handknitted by family
member, priceless! Please Call Johanna 332-2195.
Found: Navy pinstripe vest
Carney, contact the Heights.

-

near

ROOMMATES
Roommate needed: fourth male for
newly renovated condo. $200 (including
heat). 2 mm walk from campus, 2
bedrooms, Comm. Aye. 648-7623.

HELP WANTED
CHEERS! of Boston College needs a
delivery person with a car to deliver
cakes and balloons. If interested, please
call our office 552-3034.

Marketing at
552-8636. Get sales experience and
make much money. Sell custom designed BC goods on your own time. Bowl
items coming soon. Financially backed
by BC Student Agencies.
NEED MONEY? Call BC

Professional couple seeks mature, experienced person to care for newborn
three Vi days a week. Own transportation, non-smoker, near Newton Campus 332-0999.
Earn $500 more each school year. Flexible hours. Monthly payment for placing posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well.
800-526-0883.
summer/year
OVERSEAS JOBS
round. Europe, S. America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $500-$l2OO monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box
52-MA-6 Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
-

Earn Free Travel and money as campus
rep. Call Terry 617-449-6860.
Nadar founded National Citizens
Boston Outreach Staff to build national
toxics coalition and win '84 elections.
Jail the Polluters and get paid for it!!!
Full and part-time positions. 2-10 pm
$8,3000
$12,000 plus a year. Excl.
training, travel, and adv. oppts. coast
to coast. Call 227-1020.

statement

for

someone special,

497-0022.
Rock! Jazz! Classical! Guitar lessons
cheap!! Experienced teachers! First
lesson free! Call 254-3908.
Pyschotherapy: free initial interview offered. Reasonable rates, please call
Wendy Reich, Edm. 739-2275,

Brookline.

Earn easy money!! Sell BC country
clubs T's or BC boxer shorts on your
own time. Bowl materials coming soon.
Individuals or clubs call BC Marketing
Carney 30 552-3034, or 552-8637.

Sq. Cambridge.

Send a friend, roommate, sweetheart or
favorite professor something special today! Cakes, balloons and Singing
telegrams, personally delivered by
CHEERS! Located in Carney 30J or call
552-3034.
Job Search Letters, Reports, Thesis and
more. Prompt, professinal word processing and typing service. Input...Output, One Washington, Wellesley,
235-0514.

Arthur's Seafood and Deli
?FRESH SEAFOOD DAILY
?LOBSTER SPECIAL: $6.95
?All meals include baked potato, salad, and garlic

bread

?

With this ad get free cup of soup
(with any entree)
DELICIOUS HOMEMADE PIES, CREEK PASTRIES,

?Breakfast specials start at 99*
?

FISH and CHIPS
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NEW JERSEY PEOPLE BC Travel
presents Thanksgiving Express Buses &
direct from BC to Hartford, New
Haven, Stanford, Jericho, Paramus,
and Wayne Roundtrip fares from
$26-$33. Leaving BC Nov. 22 at
4:3opm. Returning Nov. 27 at their
respective times. Deadline for payment
Nov. 9. Call 552-3034 for more info.

ATTENTION TRAVELERS: Interna
tional Student ID's have finally arrived. Come to BC Travel, Carney 30 for
more information.
BUDGET YOUR BEER! Free Delivery
and free pick-up. Pabst, Molson,
Tuborg, and Heineken. It only takes
one call to Bill Dessel in Hillsides A-12
964-4225 or Randy Seidl in Walsh 807
964-6097. Free lights and signs.,

The Real Jackson Hole Ski and Parly
Week! Don't be fooled by others, this
is the only officially endorsed BC trip.
Jan. 9-16. Includes round trip flight, all
transfers, 7 nights, accomodations, skiing, taxes, outdoor heated pool, Jacuzzi, in room fireplace, kitchenettes, and
color cable TV. Join 12 other colleges
on the same exciting party tour. Only
$519-$539. No hidden charges. Credit
cards accepted. Please call for more information: BC Travel Agency Carney
30, 552-3034 or 552-8638, Lisa dc
Medeiro 964-5794, Randy Seidl or Mark
Lavoie at 964-6097.
BC SKIERS! Call BC Travel Agency
for info about BC Ski and Party Vacations planned for this winter. Jackson
Hole (see above). Many week and
weekend, and daytrips planned. For
more info call Carney 30 552-3034,
552-8638 or Lisa dc Medeiros 964-5794,
or Randy Seidl and Mark Lavoie
964-6097. All ideas welcome.

Tunnel May Ease City's Traffic
Mcontinued from page 2

Airport. The artery plans, even
though they include the addition of
two lanes, also will not relocate
residents because of the wide strip of
land that is already claimed by the
elevated artery.

How Can It Be Done?

-

Paid Volunteers for short term fraternal fund raiser. Evening ticket sales people needed. Immediate work, good pay.
237-6398.

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE for Int'l
Student ID, Budget Air Fares, USA
flights, youth hostel card, Eurail pass,
work and study abroad, and much
more! FREE CATALOG, call 497-1497
or drop by 1278 Mass. Aye., Harvard

The technology that will be used to
depress the Central Artery and create
the new harbor tunnel is state-of-theart engineering. A tunnel will be dug
u*uier the present artery and a wall
built strong enough to support the
highway above so construction can
continue without disrupting traffic
flow. According to a recent Globe article, this is said to be the first project of its kind that ever had to support an active superhighway during

construction. After the highway is
complete underneath, the current
raised highway will be demolished.
The new tunnel will be using a
method radically different from the
one used for the Callahan Tunnel,
completed in 1961. To minimize the
number of scuba divers submitted to
high underwater pressure and to efficiently add more than two lanes of
traffic, a sunken tube method will be
used. The tubes, which are four lanes
wide, will be lowered into a trench
and fastened to each other like plumbing, explained the Globe article. The
same technique is currently being used to build the eight lane Fort
McHenry Tunnel under Baltimore
Harbor.
The tunnel is expected to be completed in three years. Construction of
the artery will occur simultaneously
but will take twelve years to be

completed.

Implications
A key aspect to all of this is that
the third tunnel has important
Massachusetts transit implications.
According to Watson, improvements
at South Station will directly integrate
with airport transportation. A person
will be able to board a bus at South
Station that can travel in special lanes
in the tunnel and arrive at Logan in
six minutes. This is impossible to accomplish now since traffic in the present tunnels averages about a half
hour. It will also provide easier access from the south and west of the
city steering traffic away from the
hassles of the expressway.
If the plan is approved, construction must begin by 1986 under current federal provisions.
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7, 1983 The Heights

ANNUAL
VETERAN'S DAY
"Men's Body Beautiful Contest"
8-2
Thurs.
Nov. 10

20 & Over: $3
18 & 19: $4
Members: $2

CELEBRATION

?

NARCISSUS

533 Comm Aye, Kenmore Sq, Boston
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